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Abstract
Inmobile communication themobile termination service involves charges
between Mobile (Virtual) Network Operators (MvNOs). Furthermore,
only the MvNO of the callee is able to terminate his calls. Thus, in the
MvNOscall-terminationmarket there is onlyoneplayer profiting fromMo-
bile Termination Rates (MTR); in turn this market is considered by regu-
lators to be a “de-facto” monopoly, since the early days of the introduction
of commercial mobile communication services. Given this monopoly fact,
the only solution against a potential speculation by MvNOs was the regu-
lation of the MTR.
In a monopoly there is a corporation that is the only seller of a good or
a service, and thus it can define the price. However, monopolies can be
divided into two categories, the naturally defined and the market-defined
monopolies. The power market in many countries is considered to be a
natural monopoly, and the main reason is that there is usually only one
power-wire reaching each house. Thus, only the company that owns the
delivery network can provide power services. The termination service in
mobile communication until the 4G is also considered to be a monopoly.
However, this is a market-definedmonopoly, since there is no physical lim-
itation (e.g., wires) for reaching a mobile user.
The 2.5G and higher mobile communication technology allows for flex-
ible charging mechanisms, such as on-demandMvNO selection combined
with non-static MTR, that could overcome the Mobile Termination Rates
monopoly obstacle. Thus, this thesis shows that the mobile termination
service is not a “de-facto”monopoly since 2.5G. To show that, the Auction-
based Charging User-centric System “AbaCUS” is proposed in this thesis
as a 2.5G and higher overlay, where MvNOs will participate in an auction
to allow competition that aims to increase end-usersQuality-of-Experience
(QoE). MvNOs will charge for QoE while bidding on economic variables,
such as MTR per Quality-of-Service (QoS) variables, such as the sound
quality during a call and network-access guarantees, in a manner that the
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MvNO which will increase end-users QoE will be the one selected by the
Auction Authority (Au²) to provide the termination service.
This thesis is arguing that charging for QoE is the key to overcome the
monopoly of the MTR market. An Axiomatic QoE model (AQX), which
considers simultaneously technical and non-technical parameters, is de-
signed in this thesis, to estimate end-user’s QoE for a certain service (e.g.,
the mobile termination service). Such service can be provided by compet-
ingMvNOs that can useQoE as the AbaCUS auction biddingmetric defin-
ing which MvNO will provide the termination service. AQX is a generic,
since it is not service-specific, QoE model that can be applied in multiple
domains. Thus, the roadmapof selecting all AQXparameters needed is pre-
sented for the well-studied Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) scenario.
This scenario is selected as a reference to present and evaluate AQX, since
there are several existingQoEmodels. AQXhas beenproven tooutperform
the state-of-the-art QoE estimation models for VoIP, IQX Hypothesis and
the ITU-T E-Model, in several cases.
This thesis proposes and implements prototypically the technical mech-
anism needed to break the mobile termination service monopoly, an au-
tomatic and on-demand MvNO selection mechanism, and evaluates this
mechanism in terms of time and energy efficiency, showing that the pro-
posed solution is technically feasible. Finally, this thesis presents eco-
nomic and technical incentives for the mobile communications stakehold-
ers (MvNOs, end-users, and regulators), to adopt the idea, and implement
the technical mechanism proposed by AbaCUS, to facilitate a competitive
termination-service environment in the mobile call-termination services
market.
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Kurzfassung
InderMobilkommunikationbeinhaltenMobilterminierungsraten (MTR)
die Gebühren zwischen (virtuellen) Mobilfunkanbietern (MvNOs). Nur
derMvNO des Angerufenen ist in der Lage, dessen Anrufe zu terminieren.
Somit profitiert imMobilterminierungsmarkt lediglich einMvNOvon den
MTR. Dementsprechend wird dieser Markt von Aufsichtsbehörden bere-
its seit der Entstehung kommerzieller Mobilkommunikationsdienste als
“de-facto”-Monopol angesehen. Die Regulation der MTR war die einzige
Möglichkeit potentiellen Spekulationen der MvNOs vorzubeugen.
Ein Angebotsmonopol ist dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es auss-
chliesslich einen Anbieter einer Ware oder einer Dienstleistung gibt und
dieser daher den Preis bestimmen kann. Monopole können als natürlich
und vom Markt definiert kategorisiert werden. Der Energiemarkt ist in
vielen Ländern als natürliches Monopol anzusehen, da beispielsweise ein
Haus für gewöhnlich nur über eine Stromleitung an das Stromnetz ange-
bunden ist. Dementsprechend ist ausschliesslich der Anbieter, dem das
Stromnetz gehört, in der Lage die Verbraucher mit Strom zu versorgen.
Der Mobilterminierungsmarkt bis 4G wird auch als Monopol angesehen.
Hierbei handelt es sich allerdings um ein vomMarkt definiertes Monopol,
da es keine physische Limitierung (wie beispielsweise Kabel) gibt, um den
Mobilfunknutzer zu erreichen.
Mobilfunktechnologien ab 2.5G ermöglichen flexible Bepreisungs-
mechanismen, wie beispielsweise die optionaleWahl desMvNOgekoppelt
mit nicht-statischen MTR, mit denen sich das Monopol beim Mobilter-
minierungsmarkt für Sprachanrufe überwinden liesse. Dementsprechend
zeigt diese Dissertation, dass der Mobilterminierungsmarkt seit 2.5G kein
“de-facto”-Monopol mehr ist. Um dies zu belegen, wird das Auction-
based Charging User-centric System “AbaCUS” entwickelt. Bei diesem
handelt es sich um ein Overlay für 2.5G und neuere Mobilfunktech-
nologien, welches das Konkurrieren von MvNOs durch die Teilnahme
an Auktionen, die darauf abzielen die Quality-of-Experience (QoE) der
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Endnutzer zu erhöhen, erlaubt. Die Gebote in diesen Auktionen sind
die QoE, also ökonomische Variablen (wie beispielsweise MTR), die die
MvNOs in Abhängigkeit von derQoS (wie beispielsweise Tonqualität und
Verbindungswahrscheinlichkeit) verlangen. Der MvNO, der die Auktion
gewinnt und somit den Anruf des Endnutzers terminiert, wird von einer
Auction Authority (Au²) zu Gunsten der QoE des Endnutzers ausgewählt.
Diese Dissertation zeigt auf, dass das Konkurrieren von MvNOs
bezüglich der QoE der Schlüssel ist, um das Monopol des Mobilter-
minierungsmarktes zu brechen. Hierfür wird ein axiomatisches QoE-
Modell (AQX), das simultan technische und nicht-technische Parame-
ter berücksichtigt, entworfen, um die QoE des Endnutzers für einen bes-
timmten Dienst zu schätzen (beispielsweise das Terminieren mobiler An-
rufe). Solch ein Dienst kann von konkurrierenden MvNOs geliefert wer-
den, welche die QoE als AbaCUS-Auktionsgebotmetrik nutzen, um zu
bestimmen, welcher MvNO den Anruf terminiert. AQX ist ein QoE-
Modell, das generisch ist, da es nicht dienstspezifisch ist, und somit in
zahlreichenDomänen angewendetwerden kann. Daherwird dasVorgehen
um alle benötigten AQX-Parameter zu selektieren, für das gut untersuchte
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)-Szenario präsentiert. Dieses Szenario
wird als Referenz gewählt, um AQX zu präsentieren und zu evaluieren,
da für dieses Scenario zahlreiche QoE-Modelle existieren. Die Über-
legenheit von AQX über die aktuellen QoE-Modelle für VoIP, das IQX-
Hypothesenmodell und das ITU-T E-Modell, wird für zahlreiche Fälle
demonstriert.
Diese Dissertation entwickelt und implementiert prototypisch den
technischen Mechanismus, der benötigt wird, um das Angebotsmonopol
im Mobilterminierungsmarkt durch einen automatischen, optionalen
MvNO-Selektionsmechanismus zu brechen. Dieser Mechanismus wird
hinsichtlich Zeit- und Energieeffizienz evaluiert, um zu zeigen, dass die
vorgeschlagene Lösung technisch umsetzbar ist. Abschliessend präsen-
tiert diese Dissertation ökonomische und technische Anreize für alle be-
troffenen Parteien (MvNOs, Endverbraucher und Aufsichtsbehörden)
den vorgeschlagenen Selektionsmechanismus anzunehmen und durch
AbaCUS zu implementieren und somit einen kompetitiven Mobilter-
minierungsmarkt zu schaffen.
iv
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1
Introduction
T his thesis presents a system to increaseQuality-of-Experience (QoE)of Mobile (Virtual) Network Operators (MvNOs) end-users, while
adjusting the total cost of a call and providing better quality services by in-
troducing faster and/or guaranteed network access, and better sound qual-
ity. The opportunity to achieve end-users QoE increment, lies in the tra-
ditionally consideredMobile Termination Rates (MTR)monopoly inmo-
bile communications.
The total cost of each call placed by a subscriber of a MvNO is split
into two parts. The first part determines the amount the caller’s provider
is charging to provide the service to the calling party. The second part in-
cludes the amount that the provider of the callee will charge the caller’s
MvNO to terminate the caller’s call into the callee’s network. End-users of
mobile voice services have to pay both parts of these service costs. Thus,
either the caller or the callee will pay for the termination fees. Figure 1.1
illustrates the present situation in the MTR ecosystem.
In countries where the Calling Party Pays (CPP) principle is applied,
such as in European countries, MvNO subscribers rarely consider the ter-
mination cost that their operator is charging other networks when deliver-
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Callee’s MvNO Caller’s network 
Caller Callee 
I	  want	  to	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Termination rate Service rate 
Total	  cost	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  Service	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  rate	  
Calling	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  Pays	  (CPP)	  principle	  →	  Total	  cost	  
	  
Figure 1.1: The MTR Ecosystem
ing an incoming call to them before they establish their contract, because
MTR are not a key point when MvNOs advertise their products. Further-
more, a significant raise of MTR fromMvNOs will increase the communi-
cation cost for all MvNOs subscribers. However, it will rarely have a nega-
tive impact and dissatisfy the customer base of aMvNO since its customers
do not have to pay themselves the demandedMTR from their MvNO.The
customer base of a singleMvNO is significantly smaller compared to the set
of total customers in every other voice services provider, such as competi-
tive MvNOs, Fixed Network Operators (FNOs), or Voice-over-IP (VoIP)
providers. Thereby, the majority of calls that a MvNO has to terminate in
his network originate from foreign networks.
The MTR, since the early days of the mobile communications are con-
sidered to be a “de-facto”monopoly because (1) formany years anMvNO’s
revenue is coupled with high termination rates applied, and (2) MTR are
decided by the caller’s MvNO and the one to pay the termination rate (the
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caller cf. Figure 1.1) cannot influence it. Liberation of theMobileTermina-
tion Rates monopoly so that multiple MvNOs will be able to deliver a call
to a caller is not possible so far. Thus, the national telecommunication regu-
lation authorities are usually regulating heavilyMTR across the world (Eu-
rope [32][40], North and South America [47][9], and Asia [133]). Fur-
thermore, the European Commission (EC) has opened a public consulta-
tion on the evaluation of the Termination Rates Recommendation (TRR)
of 2009, as part of the EC’sDigital SingleMarket (DSM) strategy [44]. The
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has investigated possible
solutions to address this problem. There is a rich literature [34] on how
regulation of this market is affecting it, as well as selected research on the
topic of the proper selection of termination rates [25][121]. Furthermore,
effort has been put into the analysis of business strategies which MvNOs
follow concerning their MTR [62][93]. This thesis provides instruments
needed for theMTRmarket liberalization where charging forQoE is a new
business strategy for MvNOs.
However, since the initiation ofmobile communicationsmany issues on
mobile terminal devices and network infrastructure have changed. Today,
mobile networks have evolved in a way that their infrastructure does not
support only voice services, but data as well [124]. Furthermore, mobile
devices and networks operate in several bands. Last but not least, “today,
your cell phone has more computer power than all of NASA back in 1969,
when it placed two astronauts on the moon” [85]. In such environment
this thesis shows that multiple MvNOs can terminate a call and lead to the
Mobile Termination Rates monopoly liberation.
Therefore, this thesis considers the changes since the 2.5G mobile
communication, analyzes the MTR ecosystem, and proposes an Auction-
basedCharging andUser-centric Systemcalled “AbaCUS”, toovercome the
monopoly obstacle of theMTRmarket. This thesis research questions, hy-
potheses, and contributions are illustrated in Figure 1.2. The key character-
istic of AbaCUS is that the termination service is provided by the MvNO
which maximizes the end-user’s QoE. MvNOs are bidding in an auction
and the winningMvNO(the one that will maximize the end-user’s QoE) is
3
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Figure 1.2: Thesis Overview
selected to provide the mobile call-termination service. Since QoE is used
as a biddingmetric in AbaCUS this thesis proposes a novel and generic Ax-
iomatic QoE (AQX) model to predict/estimate end-user’s QoE, consider-
ing both technical and economic parameters, such as the sound quality and
MTR price respectively.
AQX performance is compared against state-of-the-art QoE models in
the well-studied use-case of VoIP to evaluate its performance in terms of
prediction accuracy, to reveal existing QoE models weaknesses, and argue
why a new QoE model is needed when charging for QoE is intended to-
wards the Mobile Termination Rates monopoly liberation. Finally, this
thesis implements prototypically an automatic and on-demandMvNO se-
lectionmechanism that is needed in a liberalMTRecosystem. Theusability
of the implementedmechanism is evaluated in terms of its time and energy
-efficiency to examine if such approach is technically feasible.
4
1.1 QoE
In the Internet Technology (IT) ecosystem (end-users and Service
Providers (SPs)) end-users’ QoE is important information needed by SP
to understand what and how end-users satisfaction is affected. However,
end-user-satisfaction, which can be quantified by QoE metrics, cannot be
easily measured like technical variables, such as bandwidth and latency
because multiple and diverse variables technical and non-technical, such
as bandwidth, latency, packet-loss, delay, and price, are affecting QoE si-
multaneously. QoE can either be estimated for a specific service through
mathematicalmodels, or it can bemeasured through an experimental setup
[116][49].
For the VoIP scenario existing models, such as the exponential rela-
tionship connecting Quality-of-Service (QoS) parameters, called Interde-
pendency of the QoE and QoS (IQX) Hypothesis [50] and the E-model
[76] of theTelecommunication Standardization Sector of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) [82], map technical variable values
to Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [77]. However, those models either can-
not consider simultaneously multiple parameters, or represent successfully
only the average user since there are no user-specific preferences consider-
ation. Unfortunately, the average user does not exist [57].
Measuring the impact of technical variables or resources priority-access
onQoEof various services, demands an extensive feedback fromend-users,
when those variables change. Estimating QoE in a given scenario becomes
harder when non-technical variables, such as price, need to be considered
in addition to technical ones. The impact of technical variables, such as
the maximum packet-loss that can be tolerated in VoIP, is specified in the
VoIP protocol used. However, the end-user’s willingness to pay for a call is
not part of any protocol’s specification. In any case detailed feedback that
correlates all variables affectingQoE is neededby end-users for each service
separately.
In this thesis the axiomatic mathematical QoE model AQX encapsulat-
ing user demands, user/service characteristics, and variable specifications,
is proposed to formalize QoE prediction/estimation considering one or
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multiple and diverse variables. Furthermore, the output of QoE functions
presented here can be normalized such that results will be compatible with
the five-point scale MOS, proposed by the ITU-T [73], where 5 corre-
sponds to “Excellent”, 4 to “Good”, 3 to “Fair”, 2 to “Poor”, and 1 to “Bad”.
To tackle the challenge of QoE estimation whenmultiple technical vari-
ables are considered simultaneously, and to reveal the fact that the state-
of-the-art QoE models [50] [76] fail to map accurately in every case end-
user’s QoE, a VoIP QoE measurement setup is essential to capture end-
user’s QoE in several VoIP scenarios. The setup requires input frommulti-
ple subjects to export scientifically valuable results. The data collected dur-
ing these VoIP scenarios are used to define all necessary parameters of the
AQXmodel in these VoIP scenarios. Such a calibration of the AQXmodel
is essential to adapt it to the particular service and its technical and non-
technical conditions in which it is used. Furthermore, those AQX results
achieved are compared with those results of the IQX Hypothesis and the
E-Model. Thus, it is finally shown that AQX can capture more accurately
end-user’s QoE in VoIP scenarios.
1.2 Mobile Termination RatesMonopoly Liberation
In countries where the Calling Party Pays (CPP) principle is applied, the
person that is dialing (caller) the phone number of a mobile user (callee)
has to pay theMTR that theMvNOof the callee demands from theMvNO
of the caller to deliver the call. Since the caller is not able to influence the
MTR this market is considered to be a monopoly. To liberalize the MTR
market a MvNO AQX-bidding process that will be used to define which
MvNOmaximizes the end-user’s QoE is proposed in AbaCUS [2].
AbaCUS is a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) over-
lay, where the caller can select another MvNO operating in the area of the
callee to deliver the call. Furthermore, AbaCUS describes in this thesis
a process where the caller will define across a set of variables preferences
concerning the sound quality, network access guarantees, and the pricing
schema of the service. Thus, AbaCUS enables the competition in theMTR
market [93] through an auction, since the caller defines preference select-
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ing among a predefined set of variables (sound quality and guaranteed net-
work access), and additionally influences based on those preferences the
MTR pricing schema.
1.3 On-demandMvNO Selection
Assuming the knowledge of a MvNO that maximizes the end-user’s QoE
and AbaCUS in place, an automatic selection of the MvNO to be used
is essential. However, the MvNO selection is possible on a User Equip-
ment (UE) (a mobile device) through the respective User Interface (UI).
Furthermore, mobile devices can be adjusted to select automatically the
MvNO based on the strongest signal strength, among the list of those
MvNOs the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card is allowed to be reg-
istered with. However, so far in modern mobile operating systems, such
as Android and iOS, there is no available method in the public developer’s
Application Programming Interface (API) which allows for an automatic
and on-demand selection of theMvNO by third-party and non-system ap-
plications.
This thesis presents an automatic and on-demand MvNO selection
mechanism, that has been designed and implemented on the Android plat-
form. For evaluation purposes the energy and end-to-end (E2E) time con-
sumption while switching among MvNOs using this mechanism is evalu-
ated andproven tobe reasonable for anon-demandMvNOselection for the
mobile call-termination service purposes. Thus, this thesis provides valu-
able input to (a) AbaCUS and (b) to the Android developers community.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
Motivated by these observations addressed above, this thesismakes the fol-
lowing contributions to thefieldof theQoEmodeling,MobileTermination
Rates monopoly liberation, and automatic and on-demand MvNO selec-
tion:
1. Introducing AQX, a generic axiomatic QoE model that considers
simultaneously multiple technical and non-technical variables, as
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well as user preferences and user/service characteristics to predict
and/or estimate QoE in terms of MOS.Themodel presented in this
thesis is suitable for multiple IT domains, such as IP-based services,
and similar but non identical services ranking. The generated MOS
values can also be ITU-T MOS compliant if needed. Furthermore,
this thesis is providing a calibration of the proposed model and
shows that it outperforms state of the art existing models in certain
VoIP scenarios, and presenting methodology that shows axiomatic
ways of selecting the respective parameters of the QoEmodel.
2. Using end-user’s QoEmaximization and charging for QoE to termi-
nate the ‘’de-facto” Mobile Termination Rates monopoly, showing
that the involved stakeholders can benefit from it in respect to the
economic footprint of themobile call-termination service liberation,
and with additional instruments to regulator authorities that aim to
overcome the mobile call-termination monopoly obstacle in the fu-
ture.
3. Presenting an energy and time efficient automatic and on-demand
MvNO selection mechanism, and proving that MvNO hopping is
feasible. This finding can be used as an input not only for the MTR
monopoly cancelation, but in other research approaches assuming
this mechanism, such as electrosmog [126].
This thesis contributes in the following areas: QoE modeling
[115][140]; QoE model calibration [137][138]; mobile call-termination
monopoly termination [139]; and automatic/on-demand MvNO se-
lection [135][136]. These contributions do represent important and
innovative advancements in both research and Mobile Termination Rates
monopoly liberation.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents re-
lated work on concepts that lay the technical foundation upon which this
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thesis stands; that includes charging forQoE in the ITdomain,QoEmodel-
ing and QoE estimation and prediction, MTRmonopoly and policies, and
automatic and on-demandMvNO selection time and energy “cost”.
Chapter 3 presents the axiomatic mathematic QoE model called AQX
that considers simultaneously more than one technical and economic vari-
ables affecting end-users’ QoE. AQX considers end-user’s preferences and
service characteristics, to define influence and importance factors for each
variable involved in QoE estimation process.
Since AQX is a generic model that can be applied in many scenarios
across the IT domain it needs to be calibrated and evaluated for its per-
formance. Thus, Chapter 4 presents how AQX parameters can be selected,
and how the model performs.
Chapter 5 presents the auction-based architecture to overcome the
monopoly of the MTR market (AbaCUS). The stakeholders of this mar-
ket and their incentives are verbosely presented. The variables affecting the
call-termination service are illustrated, and the mapping of those variables
to QoE is defined.
AbaCUS, among other research approaches, demands an automatic and
on-demand energy and time -efficient MvNO selection mechanism which
is presented in Chapter 6. The prototypically implemented MvNO selec-
tion mechanism for the Android platform in this thesis, is evaluated in
terms of the MvNO selection time needed and its energy efficiency, to
prove that such a mechanism is technically feasible. However, this mecha-
nism is a work-around, since modern mobile Operating Systems (OSs) do
not support such actions yet.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, summarizing contributions and
key findings, drawing conclusions, and suggests future work.
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RelatedWork
T he QoE concept is relatively young but fast evolving in the IT do-main. AbaCUS argues that charging for QoE is the path to liberate
traditionally consideredmonopolisticmarkets in telecommunication, such
as the MTR.Thus, it is essential to (a) examine in detail mobile voice ser-
vices and themonopolisticMTRmarket, (b) get familiar withQoE, charg-
ing for QoE trends, and study state-of-the-art QoE models and outline its
strengths and limitations when QoE-awareness for the Mobile Termina-
tionRatesmonopoly liberation is attempted, (c) illustrate economicmech-
anisms to select on-demand a MvNO to terminate a call, such as auctions,
and (d) investigate further automatic and on-demandMvNO selection de-
mands. Thus, this chapter discusses technologies and models which are
important building blocks of AbaCUS (cf. Figure 2.1).
2.1 Mobile Voice Services
In mobile voice services there are various stakeholders, such as MvNOs,
regulators, and end-userswhohave a dual-role, since they act both as callers
and callees. Regulators are governmental agencies that regulate businesses
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Figure 2.1: Related Work Overview
in the public interest and are units with administrative responsibilities that
(a) create enforce and propose regulations and laws especially in monopo-
listic environments, such as the MTR, and (b) perform investigations and
audits, and are authorized to fine the relevant parties or order certain mea-
sures in case it is needed. The existence of a regulation authority does not
necessarily indicate a monopolistic market. Especially when thinking of an
end-user acting as a caller, sinceMvNOs offer diverse services and pricing-
schemas and end-users are free to select a MvNO according to their needs
and preferences. However, when thinking of the callee role the situation is
different since there is only one MvNO that is able to reach the callee and
provide the call termination service (route the call to the callee). The call
termination service is coupled with MTR and thus this market is consid-
ered to be a “de-facto” monopoly and there is high regulation demand to
deal with it.
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Since the early days of mobile communication there are many updates
concerning the technology that could introduce competition in the MTR
market. E.g., some UEs, such as dual-SIM devices allowed the end-user to
select on-demand which MvNO to use for performing and receiving calls.
Furthermore, the new smart phones have significantlymore computational
power compared to the early mobile UE, the new mobile Operating Sys-
tems (OSs), such as, Android, provide flexibility to build customized mo-
bile software, and finally the new MvNO networks allow high-speed data.
Those updates inmobile voice servicesmake theMTRmonopoly amarket-
defined limitation.
2.1.1 MTRMonopoly
Since the early years of mobile communications, the scientific community
as well as regulation authorities has invested a large effort [62][25][34], to
reduce the negative effects of the MTR monopoly. However, the attempt
to overcome negative effects of this monopoly is focused (a) on charging
solutions mainly targeted at the paying party ofMTR, or (b) on regulation
rules that need to be enforced by respective regulation authorities at oper-
ational MvNOs. Thus, (1) the CPP principle with a strong price-regulator
presence, (2) the Receiving Party Pays (RPP) principle, and (3) aNational
Roaming (NatRoam) approach, aim to eliminate negative effects of the
monopolistic MTR market. However, in all cases the monopoly in this
market still remains since only the MvNO of the callee can terminate his
calls and profit from it.
The CPP Principle
The CPP principle is the most commonly used termination charging ap-
proach among MvNOs around the world, especially in European mar-
kets [68]. Within the CPP principle the caller has to pay call-termination
charges and there is no contribution from the callee. This principle is the
root of the monopoly problem in the MTR market. Thereby, strict regu-
lations are applied to avoid the MvNOs speculation due to their dominant
position.
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Despite the significantly lower MTR nowadays compared to the past
decade, the percentage of MTR when considering the total call cost of a
call still remains high (e.g., in March 2009 the regulations in India were
amended so that termination rates for all types of domestic call, fixed or
mobile, were reduced from the equivalent of some0.006US$perminute to
0.004 US $ per minute [69]). Thus, the regulation demand for this market
has not been decreased. However, regulating this market simply reduces
the Mobile Termination Rates monopoly negative effects, while the heart
of the problem is still beating, since only the callee’s MvNO can terminate
his calls and collectMTR for it. Defining and applying regulations is a time-
costly procedure for regulators, whichMvNOsoftenuse to avoid/postpone
a new regulation. Thus, a more efficient way to overcome negative effects
of a monopolistic/regulated market is essential.
The RPP Principle
InNorth America and some parts of Asia the RPP instead of the CPP prin-
ciple is applied. In contrast to the CPP principle, in RPP the callee is asked
to pay for the termination cost or in some cases to share a part of this cost
with the caller. Initially this approach sounds fair, especially in the scope of
the callee payment for the call-receiving servicewhile beingmobile andnot
located in the home network. Furthermore, a subscriber is free to compare
termination rates of each MvNO and to make a choice before the estab-
lishment of a contract with a MvNO. Thereby, the MTR market initially
appear to allow for competition. However, the question of how a callee
could avoid payments for unwanted calls (e.g., advertisements, tele-sales, or
polls) is raised. The answer is that it is the callee’s responsibility to distin-
guish, which call is important and should be accepted and which should be
rejected. This is only one of the RPP side effects [93] that feared to slow-
down the mobile sector in the past. The RPP principle may add an extra
degree of freedom in the mobile call charges, since MTR are not a part of
the total cost that the caller has to pay. However, it is also adding a consid-
erably big overhead for consumers such as the provider-selection decision,
while considering the callee role.
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The NatRoam Principle
The NatRoam approach is partially used in countries of Latin America
(e.g., TIM Brazil [26]). However, MvNOs that offer NatRoam services in-
side larger countries (e.g., within Brazil) offer a limited selection freedom
among other MvNOs which are usually branches of the same company.
Furthermore, switching to a different MvNO is allowed only in regions of
the country where the subscriber’s MvNO does not operate its own net-
work infrastructure. Additionally, the user that is on NatRoam has also to
pay for every incoming call exactly like in the international roaming case.
Thus, NatRoam today has no influence on the MTRmarket.
Even in case that NatRoamwas broadly allowed, or enforced by the reg-
ulator [39], it would be an overlay either in the CPP or in the RPP MTR
collection principle. Thus, the price that the caller would have to pay in the
CPP case would not be influenced by the caller, unless the caller could no-
tify the callee to switch on a preferable MvNO. In the RPP case the callee
would also have to establish a contract with each MvNO in the home lo-
cation to be able to register the UE to any of them. In any case the Num-
ber Lookup Service (NLS) queries, prior to a call (for every call), through
the Signaling SystemNo. 7 (SS7) network to the Home Location Register
(HLR) of the MvNO, to find the MvNO that is currently reaching a Mo-
bile Subscriber Integrated Services Digital Network-Number (MSISDN),
would be mandatory. This procedure is costly since these NLS costs vary
from 0.038 to 0.0038 e per look-up [94]. Therefore, an on-demand solu-
tion, which addresses the MTRmonopoly, is proposed within AbaCUS.
2.2 AuctionMechanisms
Before the 17th century auctions were not the common way to buy and sell
goods, resources, or services [97]. All what the seller had to do was to
set the price, and the buyer would either select to purchase the goods or
not. In case that goods/resources were limited, the rule “first-come, first-
serve” (FCFS) was usually applied. Nowadays, where the e-tradingmarket
is growing dramatically, auctions prove to be a powerful tool for competi-
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tion as well as for the increment of companies’ profit. A considerably large
number of people buy and sell all kind of goods using online trading Web
sites (e.g., via Ebay [37]). Furthermore, companies often use auctions to
sell their services (e.g., GoogleAdds [59]), while maximizing their profit.
Governments use auctionmechanisms to offer limited resources (e.g., spec-
trum or frequencies [48]).
Thus, during the last decades the scientific community as well as market
leaders has put a lot of effort on creating and analyzing auctions with dif-
ferent rules. Those rules can be either simple or complex, and the auction
can take place in one or multiple rounds. However, the target in every case
is to increase either the revenue of the seller or the social welfare, avoid-
ing at the same time problems like the bidder’s curse [142]. Since the de-
mand for real-time-decision-making auctionmechanisms have increased in
recent times, on-line auctions [66][105] became popular. Many variations
of well-known type of auctions (e.g., English [33], Dutch [121], or Vick-
rey’s [21] auctions) argue to be optimal for goods, services, or resources,
when on-line trading is addressed.
An alteration of the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction without
monetary compensation and a draw resolution mechanism is proposed in
[139] for AbaCUS. The draw resolution mechanism also prevents a single
bidder fromoverpowering other bidders in the auction and gives incentives
to participate in some low revenue situations. However, VCG is not suit-
able inmanydynamic situations as demonstrated in [123]where it is shown
that the second-price sealed-bid auction, which is equivalent to VCG in se-
tups with single items, is not truthful if losing bidders have the opportunity
to win future auctions for the same item. This concept is called the “op-
tion value” associated with losing an auction in purpose. Further findings
in [41] showed that the second-price sealed-bid auction does not only lack
truthfulness but fails to yield an explain efficient outcome in some situa-
tions.
A social welfare maximizing generalization of the VCG mechanism
[31][61][145] for services such as the mobile call, the Dynamic Pivot
Mechanism (DPV), has been proposed in [23] and examined for AbaCUS
purposes in [41]. In DPV after each bid the expected payment for each
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MvNOcoincides with the dynamic externality cost theMvNO imposes on
the rest competingMvNOs. This is done as in the classic VCGmechanism
by calculating for each MvNO the optimal allocation when the winning
MvNO is not present in the mechanism. Therefore, each MvNO is willing
to truthfully report the next bid after every bid. Themechanism ismodeled
in discrete time and all MvNOs share a common discount factor.
The private information is the MvNO’s perception of the future payoff
path based on the public history of allocations and his private history of
realized calls. The MvNO’s private type evolution is modeled as a Markov
decision process in discrete time. In [28] DPV is extended to work in do-
mains with a dynamic population and dynamic information, such as the
mobile calls environment where the population of MvNOs can change be-
cause some are unreachable or without available resources. This is a power-
ful extension for many applications, such as the mobile calls environment.
However, its long run-time execution make it is unusable in practice into
the call termination domain, where real-time decision is needed.
Thus, in the specific setting of AbaCUS since a single item, a call, is being
auctioned (cf. Section 5.5), MvNOs compete in a static auction (i.e., En-
glish auction), whereQoE is the biddingmetric, and theMvNO that maxi-
mizes end-users QoE is selected to provide the mobile termination service
and benefits from collecting MTR.
2.3 FlexibleMvNO Selection
Automatic and on-demandMvNO selection might be technically possible
since there are newmobile network capabilities (mobile data), significantly
more computationally capable UEs (smart phones), and no physical bar-
riers preventing a UE to be registered to any MvNO. Furthermore, a lib-
eral on-demandMvNOselectionmight also be beneficial for end-users and
MvNOs, in economic and resources availability utilization terms. Thus, the
market-defined limitation of bounding the end-userwith oneMvNOneeds
to be challenged.
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2.3.1 Apple Patent
The first attempt towards an on-demand Mobile Network Operator
(MNO) selection approach is introducedbyApple in 2006 in a patent [46].
In Apple’s approach the MNO that will provide a service to the end-user
such as an outgoing call is decided by Apple. MNOs are bidding in an
auction initiated by Apple who acts as a Mobile Virtual Network Operator
(MVNO).TheAppleMVNO selects whichMNOwill provide the service.
On one hand, in this scenario the AppleMVNObenefits from selecting the
lower price that the actual MNO offers to deliver the service. On the other
hand, the AppleMVNOwill charge a standard fee to the end user. In other
words, at [46] Apple attempts to patent the right for competition in the
MTR market! In Apple’s patent the auction takes place between MNOs
and the Apple MVNO. However, there is an important business require-
ment missing in [46]. Additionally to the price, a set of technical prefer-
ences, such network resources access guarantees and the QoS of the call
cannot be defined by the end-user.
2.3.2 Apple SIM Card
To select a MvNO on-demand a SIM card that can be registered in every
MvNO is needed. Apple SIM [149] partially overcomes this obstacle since
the Apple SIM card can be issued by and used with selectedMNOs. How-
ever, there is not a mechanism that allows the User Equipment (UE) to
switch fromaMNOto another in an automatedway, on-demand, andwith-
out any interaction. Apple SIM supports only some MNOs in the US and
the UK [149]. Additionally to the limited number of supportedMNOs by
the Apple SIM card, in the early days of the commercial use of such SIMs
one of themarket leaderMNOs in the US had the decision to permanently
lock Apple SIM when activating for first time, requiring the purchase of a
new Apple SIM to use a different carrier. AbaCUS presents clear benefits
for MvNOs as an incentive to participate in the competitive termination
service market proposed in this thesis.
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2.3.3 FlexibleMNO Selection Demands
A novel work to make use of an automatic and on-demand MNO selec-
tion is presented at [126]. A network switching selection model and its al-
gorithms minimizes the non-ionizing radiation of devices during use. The
key goal is to minimize the exposure of the mobile user to electromagnetic
radiations, while still providing a certain QoS level. Within a proof of con-
cept [126] validated the model and its algorithms. Due to the fact that the
Android Application Programming Interface (API) does not provide for a
mechanism to force switching from one MvNO to another, the user has
to manually select a network. This takes a lot of time, because the pro-
vided mechanism by the Android platform searches first for all available
networks, which is a time consuming operation. This time overheadmakes
it impractical to apply a MvNO selection algorithm.
The available MvNOs in a country are well known and do not change
often. Thus, to avoid the MvNO searching delay in the prototyped mech-
anism that was implemented in this thesis, this operation is skipped while
a MvNO is selected. Available MvNOs in a location are stored in a list and
when needed the respective MvNO is selected from that list. Nevertheless
periodic updates of that list, e.g., daily, when an application or a process that
uses automaticMNO selection starts, or when a usermoves in a predefined
area, are essential to ensure that all currently availableMvNOs are stored in
the list. Thus, the proposedMvNO selectionmechanism in this thesis here
can be used for the non-ionizing radiation minimization purpose as well.
The evaluation of this mechanism, in terms of energy and time consump-
tion per MvNO switching can define a threshold of a maximum number
of hops allowed in the non-ionizing radiation minimization MvNO selec-
tion approach, so that the electrosmog reduction approach remains both
realistic and energy efficient.
2.4 QoE
QoE is a subjective concept that shows the end-user’s perceived quality of
a service and it can be either measured, or estimated. To measure QoE
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Table 2.1: The MOS Scheme Recommended by the ITU-T [73]
MOSValue Quality
5 Excellent
4 Good
3 Fair
2 Poor
1 Bad
subjectivemeasurements are needed. To capture the end-user’s experience
in QoE experiments, the five-point opinion scale recommended originaly
for VoIP by the ITU [77] is often applied for other services as well, such
video streaming [63]. This opinion scale is used in many QoE-related re-
search and determines an excellent basis for comparing results. This scale
defines scores from one to five, while each score defines a certain mean-
ing. The ITU recommendation [73] assigns to each score an English word
(cf. Table 2.1). Measurements that aim to “capture” end-user’s QoE re-
quire end-user’s feedback and thus are time-intensive, costly, and cannot
measure QoE in real-time. Because of these drawbacks, objective QoE has
been defined as automated procedures involving algorithms (QoEmodels)
that approximate subjective QoE without requiring active ratings by users.
2.4.1 QoEModels
When end-users are asked to rate the performance of a service in a given
scenario, there is a certain alignment on results. E.g., the quality of a conver-
sation of a VoIP call that was performed with a specific codec is mapped to
a specific MOS [77]. Furthermore, while comparing similar services with
different variables, such as conversations on a VoIP network with different
codecs, the MOS can be used as a comparison metric. Thus, a QoE model
which is either an empirical or an axiomatic MOS calculation algorithm,
addressing services affected by diverse variables (technical and economic),
can be used for service-comparison purposes. There are several QoEmod-
els presented in [4]. Table 2.2 summarized the state-of-the-artQoEmodels
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Table 2.2: QoE Models
QoEModel Type of Service Variables
IQX [65] VoIP Single (technical)
E-model [76] Voice Services Multiple (technical)
Global Correlation Model Video Streaming Multiple (technical)(GCM) [20]
PARQUE [147] Internet Services Multiple (mixed)
AQX [140] Service-independed Multiple (mixed)
that are designed to estimate QoE in specific scenarios and/or considering
in most cases technical variables only, and includes AQX which is a newly
designedgenericQoEmodel, that canbeused forQoEestimationpurposes
inmultiple serviceswhile consideringmultiple anddiverse parameters, and
thus it is also usable for service comparison purposes.
IQXHypothesis
The exponential Interdependency of QoE andQoSmodel (IQXHypothe-
sis) assumes an exponential relationship between QoE and QoS [50][65].
QoE = Φ(I1; I2; : : : ; In) in [65] is a function of n influence factors Ij; 1 
j  n (the equivalent term for influence factor is variable in AQX, since
the term influence factor used for different purposes in this thesis). To
motivate the fundamental relationship between QoE and an impairment
factor (antitonic variable in this thesis) corresponding to QoS, the packet
loss probability ploss is examined in the VoIP scenario. Similar to [120]
QoE = α  e βploss + γ assumed to be an exponential function. Thus, fitting
the curve of ITU-T-compilant MOS (c.f. Table 2.1) measurements con-
cerning the Internet Low Bitrate Codec (iLBC) voice codec (400 bits each
30 ms) at [65] provided the numerical values for the parameters α = 3:01,
β = 4:473, and γ = 1:065 (cf. Figure 2.2).
IQX is not meant to be used as a service comparison tool, thus, it is not
possible tobeused for charging forQoEpurposes. In this thesis the concept
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Figure 2.2: QoE Mapping Function of Packet Loss Ratio in the IQX
Hypothesis [50]
of IQX is extended to more than one variable that can also affect QoE not
only negatively but positively aswell, so that a high level comparison among
different services expected QoE can be facilitated. Furthermore, the math-
ematical model that is proposed, provides more flexibility with respect to
the influence that a variable, e.g., ploss, might have in different services, e.g.,
different VoIP codecs, or for different users, e.g., business, and home users.
The later is achieved by introducing influence factors for each variable af-
fecting theoverallQoE.The influence factor is a poweroperator that applies
on variables and shows how fast QoE will be affected at a given fluctuation
of each variable. Additionally, the concept of the Expected Variable Value
(eV²) for each variable is introduced here. The role of the eV² is fundamen-
tal in the selection and calculation of α, β, and γ that result from the curve
fitting in IQX. Finally, IQX is extended in AQX by introducing the concept
of the Expected MOS (eMOS), which is a value that is less than the maxi-
mumpossibleMOS.The latest facilitates the assumption that a certain level
of QoE can be maintained even if one variable, e.g., ploss, changes.
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Figure 2.3: Reference Connection of the E-Model [76]
E-model
The E-Model [76] is a transmission planning tool that can be used to pre-
dict QoE for a typical telephone user in an End-to-End (E2E) conversa-
tional scenario. The model takes a wide range of transmission variables
into account and it can be used to assess the voice quality of wired and
wireless services, based on circuit-switched and packet-switched technol-
ogy [79]. The output of this model is— in contrast to othermodels—not
in form of MOS values. The E-model uses the Transmission Rating Factor
R as output, which canbe transformed intoMOSand, therefore, it becomes
possible to compare the E-model to other QoEmodels. The E-Model uses
mathematical algorithms based on the analysis of a large number of subjec-
tive tests with a wide range of transmission variables. These algorithms can
transform transmission variables into so called “impairment factors”. Ac-
cording to the E-model tutorial [79], five impairment factors are used to
calculate the R value.
• Ro: Expresses thebasic signal-to-noise ratio, including various noise
sources, such as circuit noise and room noise.
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• Is: This term takes impairments into account that exist more or
less simultaneously with the voice signal, such as, (a) too loud
speech level, non-optimum Overall Loudness Rating (OLR), (b)
non-optimum Side Tone Masking Rating (STMR), and (c) impair-
ment caused by quantizing distortion.
• Id: This factor represents all impairments that are caused by too
long absolute delay and potential echo effects on both talker’s and
listener’s side.
• Ie: Equipment impairment factor represents impairments that are
caused by the respective codec used and packet-loss.
• A:The advantage, or expectation factor, considers the advantage of
service access. E.g., a user in a region which is hard to provide con-
nectivity, such as regions where a satellite link is needed, expects a
lower quality, and therefore, tolerates more impairment.
Equation 2.1 considers all impairment factors to calculate the R value
[76]:
R = R0   Is   Id   Ie + A (2.1)
All impairment factors are calculated through algorithms that take sev-
eral transmission variables as input. An overview over all variables being
used for the calculation is illustrated in Figure 2.3, where a telephone con-
nection and all impairment factors affecting the quality of the conversation
according to the E-Model is illustrated. As can be seen in Figure 2.3 the
E-Model has a high complexity considering many different parameters. A
detailed calculation of each impairment factor can be found in the ITU-T
recommendation G.107 [76]. A question answered in this thesis is if the
QoE model proposed here (AQX), which has a comparatively low com-
plexity can keep up with the E-Model.
2.4.2 Charging for QoE
There is significant work already done towards charging for QoE
[50][116][119]. The main focus is on QoE charging (a) for IP-based ser-
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vices [117], (b) for Cloud Provider (CP) services selection methods, and
(c) services in the show business [111]. However, there is not available so
far a generic enoughQoEmodel that can encapsulate economic and techni-
cal parameters, such as they can be used to charge for QoE in the telecom-
munication domain. Furthermore, a concrete scenario where charging for
QoE can be applied in telecommunication is missing from the literature.
Comparing cloud services, such as performance cloud servers, load bal-
ancers, and file servers offered by different CPs is not trivial. Large CPs,
such as Rackspace [114], GoGrid [56], and Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) [5], offer comparable services with slightly different char-
acteristics concerning Central Processing Unit (CPU), Random Access
Memory (RAM), available bandwidth, OS, and charging schemes. There
is not always an exact mapping of services across those CPs. Thus, it is hard
for the end-user to decide which is the right product and CP to choose,
when consideringmain characteristics and constraints of a service. Amath-
ematical model that can generate an estimated MOS for each product and
CP, receiving as an input minimal service demands and end-user priorities
concerning each variable, will be a powerful tool for end-users when CPs’
products comparison is requested. AQX is shown to be suitable for CPs
service’s-value indexing.
When a comparison between diverse but similar products, such as prod-
ucts offered byCPs, is needed the only constant parameter is the end-user’s
preference and services’ constraints and demands. Thus, considering the
latest to calculate the expected QoE before concluding the selection of a
specific product is essential. In the CPs scenario, the Service Level Agree-
ment support system for Cloud Computing (SLACC) [96] approach sug-
gests the existence of an SLA negotiation process (cf. Figure 2.4). CPs of-
fer various pre-formed SLAs to end-users. However, end-users might have
demands concerning the price and technical parameters, which are not sat-
isfied by any predefined SLA. Thus, during the SLA negotiation process
the end-user could advertise service demands. TheCP could consider end-
user’s preferences input and try tomaximize the estimatedQoEwhile min-
imizing the SLA violation probability. Before the CP could make an SLA
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Figure 2.4: SLACC Solution Overview [96]
offer to the end-user, SLACC, which is a decision support system for CPs,
would examine if such an SLA can be fulfilled. Thus, amathematical model
like AQX can be used for the estimated QoEmaximization process.
2.5 ContributionOpportunities
While the field of QoE and mobile communications has received signifi-
cant attention from the research community, the related work research pre-
sented in this chapter has revealed the following:
1. Encapsulating simultaneously, multiple technical and non-technical
parameters in QoEmodels is missing.
2. An architecture that liberates the Mobile Termination Rates
monopoly without creating new monopolistic markets is not in
place.
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3. A mechanism that enables automatic and on-demand MvNO selec-
tion in a time and energy-efficient manner is needed to achieve the
Mobile Termination Rates monopoly liberation.
Having identified the above shortcomings, and in direct relationship
with the four observationsmade in Section 1.4, the following opportunities
for scientific contribution in the area of QoE and mobile communications
have been revealed:
1. create a generic axiomaticQoEmodel that encapsulatesmultiple and
diverse parameters. The outcome of the model can be used to facili-
tate charging for QoE;
2. define a methodology of selecting the parameters of the QoEmodel
and identify further potential improvements; and
3. present an architecture that can overcome the MTR monopoly,
as well as a time and energy -efficient automatic and on-demand
MvNO selection mechanism.
Hence, chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 present a detailed description of the above
contributions.
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AQX: Axiomatic QoEModel
Q uality-of-Experience is a user-centric and service-specific con-cept reflecting the end-user satisfaction of a service while consid-
ering various technical variables, such as latency, bandwidth, or jitter, in
VoIP services of the telecommunication field [131], or in video stream-
ing of the entertainment field [27][99][144]. Furthermore, the QoE
concept can also be used when considering pricing for IP-based services
[90][117][119][64], because the price of a service affects the overall end-
user experience. Thus, QoE can be affected by (a) diverse technical vari-
ables and (b) by economical/non-technical variables.
In the IT ecosystem such variables are usually defined in the SLA be-
tween the SP and its customer. When one ormore of these variables do not
meet the agreed level, an SLA violation is occurred. However, an SLA vi-
olation does not mean that the end-user dissatisfaction cannot be avoided.
There are certain actions that a SP can take, such as offering the service at
a lower price, or offering a service upgrade, such as a higher bandwidth for
the same price, to maintain the QoE of an end-user at a certain level of sat-
isfaction. To prevent a potential decrement of QoE in case of an SLA viola-
tion, it is important to knowwhich variables and how exactly they affect the
end-user’s QoE. A proper adjustment of involved variable(s) on the QoE
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might counterbalance the incident that caused the SLA violation in terms
of the end-user satisfaction. However, such a process needs a formally com-
plete and generic overview of the QoE concept that is missing nowadays.
The need to illustrate QoE contributed to the creation of standards, such
as the MOS [77][73][78]. TheMOS reflects the end-user satisfaction at a
numerical scale where the higher the score is the higher the end-user’s sat-
isfaction is and vice versa. However, since the MOS defines a subjective
value, a complete and formal calculation of the MOS while considering all
variables that might affect the QoE is the missing piece toward the precise
user satisfaction demands estimation.
This thesis formalizes QoE in AQX which considers the agreed values
of a set of variables described in the SLA and the measured values of those
variables when/while a service is provided. Such measurable information
that defines the QoS is used to calculate aMOS-normalized value that rep-
resents the end-user’s QoE. Furthermore, this thesis defines as an SLA vi-
olation: the situation where there is no possible adjustment for any vari-
able(s) that can result into an agreed upon MOS score between the end-
user and the SP. Thus, QoE calculation equations in this thesis here are
used to exportMOS results once the set of the AQXmodel parameters and
variables is defined.
3.1 QoE Formalization in AQX
AQX assumes the following key QoE parameters, which are (a) service-
specific, (b) user-centric, and (c) can be influenced by the SP to formal-
ize QoE. (1) The minimum and maximum values of a variable (e.g., price,
bandwidth, or latency) affecting QoE; (2) the expected, or agreed in the
SLA values of each variable; (3) the importance and the influence factor
of each variable for each service; and (4) the desired codomain of the QoE
functions. Thus, below are summarized the axioms of the AQXmodel that
serve as a starting point of reasoning, to be accepted as true without con-
troversy [24].
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1. To predict/estimate QoE, the first action needed is to identify all
variables that affect QoE and can be measured, or can be estimated.
2. There are two types of variables affectingQoE: (a) IsotonicVariables
(IV)which have an opposite effect inMOS and thusmust be investi-
gated separately. Themore you have the better it is (e.g., bandwidth).
(b) Antitonic Variables (AV).Themore you have the worst it is (e.g.,
price). Further IVs and AVs examples can be seen in Table 3.1.
3. For each service there are two values per variable that define (a) the
worst, and (b) the best possible values.
4. For each service and end-user there is an ideal/ de-
sired/expected/agreed value of each variable (eV²) that shows
that the end-user is satisfied. This value is between the best and the
worst variable values. However, in some cases the end-user can be
satisfied even more, such as when receiving further price discount.
5. The fluctuation of the value of each variable might affect differently
each end-user at a given service. TheQoE effect of the fluctuation is
expressed via the influence factor of a variable. The influence factor
(m) can be different for values below and above the eV² (m ,m+).
6. Each variable affecting QoE can have different importance (w).
Table 3.1: IV and AV Examples
IV AV
up/down -link bandwidth
data volume consumption
Short Message Service (SMS)
calling time
sound quality
resources access priority
resources access guarantees
price
latency
jitter
packet loss
delay
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ApreciseQoE formalization demands amathematicalmodel that is able
to consider multiple and diverse variables, such as network access guaran-
tees, network access priority, price, and bandwidth that can affect the end-
user QoE positively or negatively on a given situation. Furthermore, each
variable might affect QoE in a different way in each scenario. Additionally,
QoE strongly depends on the end-user since each person might have dif-
ferent demands and priorities concerning the same services. The high-level
formalization of the QoE is illustrated in Equation 3.1.
QoE := f(user; service; variables; mood; context) (3.1)
Although a given end-user’s mood at a certain time can be considered
as a variable that affects QoE, it is not possible to be influenced by a SP.
AQX is designed to model QoE that can be influenced by variables that
are within SPs influence-zone, such as technical and economic variables.
Furthermore, when QoE formalization is needed it should be treated as a
bounded concept since a user cannot be infinitely satisfied or dissatisfied.
E.g., doubling the price of a service that is not affordable, will not satisfy less
the end-user since the service was already not accessible due to high cost.
For instance, doubling the bandwidth of an average broadband plan with-
out increasing the price, will not affect QoE proportionally, since services
such as browsing, video streaming, or VoIP, perform equally well without
such a bandwidth increment. Thus, it is assumed that there is a minimum μ
and amaximumMQoE that can be represented, without any loss of gener-
ality, by the positive parameters, μ;M 2 (0;1), where μ;M 6= 1. Since
μ < M, let h (cf. Equation 3.2) be a positive parameter that represents the
codomain of the QoE function (cf. Equation 3.1).
h = M  μ > 0 (3.2)
Figure 3.1 illustratesQoE of the end-user for variables that can influence
QoE positively or negatively when fluctuating. The Y-axis shows theMOS
of a variable in the interval h and the X-axis the normalized value x of each
variable. The value e0 on the Y-axis is theMOS that corresponds to the ex-
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Figure 3.1: MOS Evolution for IV (ei) and AV (ea)
pected, agreed, or defined in the SLA value x0 of each variable. Thus, let e0
be the eMOS and x0 the eV² (cf. Section 2.4.1). On one hand, the ei curve
reflects theMOS of a variable, such as bandwidth. Such variables while in-
creasing to amaximumvalue xmax, imply aQoE increment to themaximum
MOS valueM. Those variables in AQX are termed Isotonic Variables (IV).
Furthermore, when the value of an IV is minimum xmin, the MOS value is
also minimum (μ). On the other hand, the ea curve reflects the MOS of a
variable, such as the price of a service. Such variables, contrary to IV, while
increasing to a maximum value xmax, imply a QoE decrement to the min-
imum MOS μ. Those variables are termed Antitonic Variables (AV). Last
but not least, when the value of a AV is xmin theMOS isM. E.g., when a ser-
vice is provided without charging the QoE is maximum (cf. Equations 3.3
and Equations 3.4).
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ei(xmin) := μ
ei(xmax) := M
(3.3)
ea(xmin) := M
ea(xmax) := μ
(3.4)
The IV or AV characterization of a variable describes the nature of the
argument variables in Equation 3.1. The xmin and xmax values are related to
the argument service in the same equation. E.g., the maximum throughput
attainable is governed by the mobile link technology.
As an illustration, the average sector throughput in Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) 4x4 with 20
MHz bandwidth, the most deployed form of LTE, provides a maximum
of 12:7 Mbps uplink and 50:1 Mbps downlink throughput [100]. Thus in
this case the minimum (min) and maximum (max) values concerning the
uplink bandwidth (ULB) of the LTE MIMO 4x4 2MHz technology are:
ULBmin = 0 Mbps andULBmax = 12:7 Mbps. Similarly, for the downlink
bandwidth (DLB) the min and max values are: DLBmin = 0 Mbps and
DLBmax = 50:1 Mbps. ULBmin = DLBmin = 0 Mbps because this means
no connectivity.
Finally, the value x0 (xmin < x0 < xmax) reflects the effect of a variable
that affects QoE in a specific service (cf. service in Equation 3.1). How-
ever, the value x0 of a variable might not necessarily be related to the tech-
nology, such as the bandwidth of LTE, due to the physical characteristics
of the technology. x0 might also be dictated by specific service demands,
such as minimum bandwidth requirements. To illustrate, Hulu, a web-
site and over-the-top (OTT) subscription service offering ad-supported
on-demand video-streaming, recommends a downstream throughput of at
least 1:5Mbps for smooth playback experience of StandardDefinition (SD)
480p videos [67]. Thus, the value x0 for bandwidth in this case is defined
by the service minimum demands and not by the broadband technology
(e.g., LTE, or xDSL).
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3.2 Single-variable QoE Functions
The IV and AVQoE functions defined here are formalizing QoE consider-
ing a unique variable that is either IV or AV. A generic QoE function that
encapsulates multiple variables, IV, and/or AV, is presented in Section 3.4.
Without any loss of generality unity-based normalization of the IV value
x is assumed (cf. Equation 3.5), to enable plotting the MOS of multiple
valuables in one graph.
x :=
x  xmin
xmax   xmin 8 x 2 R (3.5)
3.2.1 IV QoE Function
The function [0; 1] ei! [μ;M], (cf. Equation 3.6) is defined to correspond
to the QoE of an IV, such as bandwidth. The ei function that is illustrated
in Figure 3.2 behaves like a step function for large values ofm, like an expo-
nential function for m = 1, and like a constant function for m  1. Fur-
thermore, for m 2 (1; 3], ei changes in a smooth way. The influence factor
m 2 [0;1) of a variable denotes the end-user’s tolerance in fluctuations of
variable’s value x. E.g., services that demand not less than a specific amount
of bandwidth will see a high influence factor, while if the bandwidth does
not affect QoE a lot, the influence factor will be low. Finally, parameters
h and μ of Equation 3.6 are obtained through Equation 3.2 and Equations
3.3. Thus, Equation 3.6 is defined (a) to satisfy AQX axioms, and (b) to be
able to model multiple QoE curves that behave almost as constant, step, or
exponential functions. Equation 3.6 can be used in VoIP scenario tomodel
bandwidth (a continuous variable) as well as guaranteed network access
(a binary variable: yes/no). Thus, it is applicable in diverse scenarios and
variables.
ei (x) := h 
 
1  e λxm+ μ (3.6)
The Expected Variable Value (eV²) x0 (0 < x0 < 1) is defined to be
the Expected MOS (eMOS) e0, where μ < e0 < M. Thus, given this
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assumption the parameter λ is presented in Equation 3.7.
ei (x0) := e0
(3:6)
=)
) e0 = h 
 
1  e λxm0 + μ ()
, e0   μ
h
= 1  e λxm0 ()
, h  e0 + μ
h
= e λxm0 ()
, ln

h  e0 + μ
h

=  λ  xm0 ()
, λ = x m0 ln

h
h  e0 + μ

(3.7)
Replacing λ above in Equation 3.6 results in Equation 3.8, which is the
QoE function that is used for MOS calculations of an IV throughout this
thesis (cf. Figure 3.2).
(3:6; 3:7)) ei (x) = h 

1  e 

x
x0
mln hh e0+μ+ μ (3.8)
3.2.2 AVQoE Function
Following the principles of Equation 3.6, the function [0; 1] ea! [μ;M],m 2
[0;1) (cf. Equation3.9) is defined to correspond to theQoEof anAV(e.g.,
price). The ea function is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Similarly to ei, values
x are unity-based normalized to enable multiple variables plotting in one
graph. Furthermore, ej behaves also like a step function for large values of
the influence factor m, like an exponential function for m = 1, and like a
constant function for m  1. Finally, for m 2 (1; 3] ea also changes in a
smooth way.
ea (x) := h  e λxm + μ (3.9)
In the AV case the eV² x0 (0 < x0 < 1) results in an eMOS e0 (μ <
e0 < M). Thus, λ is presented in Equation 3.10, with the formal proof be
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in the Appendix A.1.
ea (x0) := e0
(3:9)
=)
... (formally proven in the Appendix A.1)
) λ = x m0 ln

h
e0   μ

(3.10)
Replacing λ above in Equation 3.9 results Equation 3.11, which is the
QoE function that is used for MOS calculations of a AV (cf. Figure 3.3).
(3:9; 3:10)) ea (x) = h  e 

x
x0
mln he0 μ + μ (3.11)
Figure 3.2: Plot for Different m Values of Equation 3.8
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Figure 3.3: Plot for Different m Values of Equation 3.11
3.3 Influence Factors
AQX assumes that equal fluctuations of variables might have different in-
fluence in QoE under certain circumstances. This assumption models
end-users faster response in dissatisfaction-related incidents vs. end-users
slower response to satisfaction-related incidents. Furthermore, selecting
different influence factors m  and m+ for a value of a variable above and
below x0 represents the flexibility of diverse end-user’s preferences on dif-
ferent scenarios. To illustrate that, increasing the price α > 0 of a product
to α0 = α + ξ for ξ > 0 can effect differently end-user’s QoE than de-
creasing the price of the same product to α00 = α  ξ. Thus, Equation 3.12
shows that the influence factorm is not necessarily constant. The influence
factors approach adds a lot of flexibility in modeling of QoE, as well as a
lot of sensitivity, due to influence factors dependance to the assumption of
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the impact that a variable’s fluctuation has on QoE. Finally, since QoE is
not a continuous function and thus not differentiable, the influence factors
approach has been selected over the derivative-like concept.
m :=
8>><>>:
m  > 0 for x < x0
0 for x = x0
m+ > 0 for x > x0
(3.12)
3.3.1 IV Influence Factors Calculation
Equation3.13presents theoutput of the calculationofm+ ifx = x0+δ < 1
for δ > 0 when the MOS of an IV is needed. Figure 3.4 shows that e(x) =
e0+ε < M for ε > 0. Thus, the appropriate influence factor canbe selected,
if the impact of a specific value change on QoE is known. For instance, the
Figure 3.4: MOS Change for IV
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quality of a video streaming session will drop from High Definition (HD)
to SD if the bandwidth will drop from from 3Mbps to 1:5Mbps [67]. QoE
decrement will follow accordingly.
ei (x0 + δ) = e0 + ε
(3:6;3:12)()
, h 

1  e λ(x0+δ)m
+

+ μ = e0 + ε ()
, 1  e λ(x0+δ)m
+
=
e0   μ+ ε
h
()
, e λ(x0+δ)m
+
=
h  e0 + μ   ε
h
(3:7)()
, e 

x0+δ
x0
m+ ln hh e0+μ = h  e0 + μ   ε
h
(3:2)()
, eln

h e0+μ
h
( x0+δx0 )m+
=
M  e0   ε
h
()
,

h  e0 + μ
h
 x0+δ
x0
m+
=
M  e0   ε
h
(3:2)()
,

M  e0
h
 x0+δ
x0
m+
=
M  e0   ε
h
()
,

x0 + δ
x0
m+
= log(M e0h )

M  e0   ε
h

()
, m+ = log x0+δ
x0
 log(M e0h )

M  e0   ε
h

(3.13)
Thebase and the argument of each logarithm inEquation 3.13 is positive
and different than 1, because (a) 0 < x0+δx0 6= 1, (b) 0 < M e0h < 1, and
(c) 0 < M e0 εh < 1. Thus, Equation 3.13 after changing the logarithm to
the natural logarithm is rewritten below (any logarithmwith a positive base
different than 1, such as the natural logarithm, can be selected for the loga-
rithm base change to ease calculations). A careful selection of logarithms’
base can simplify calculations e.g., logαα = 1 where 0 < α 6= 1. Similarly to
the previous case, when x = x0   δ0 > 0 for δ0 > 0 and e0   ε0 > μ for
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ε0 > 0 (cf. Figure 3.4),m  is seen in Equation 3.15 below, with the formal
proof be in the Appendix A.1.
(3:13))m+ =
ln

ln M e0 εh
ln M e0h

ln x0+δx0
(3.14)
m  =
ln

ln M e0+ε
0
h
ln M e0h

ln x0 δ0x0
(3.15)
Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.15 present the m+ and m  calculation
when x = x0 + δ and x = x0   δ0 respectively. However, if the influ-
ence factor of an IVmi;x between any pair of (x1; x2) and (ei(x1); ei(x2)) =
(ei;1; ei;2) for 0 < x1 < x2 < 1 is needed, Equation 3.18 can be used. To
calculate mi;x, a relation between x1, x2, and ei;1, ei;2 is needed. Thus the
following calculations are done:
ei(x1) = ei;1
(3:6)()  λ  x1m = ln h  ei;1 + μh (3.16)
Similarly for x = x2.
ei(x2) = ei;2
(3:6)()  λ  x2m = ln h  ei;2 + μh (3.17)
Dividing Equation 3.16 by Equation 3.17, and since 1 6= x1=x2 6= 0:
(3:16)
(3:17)
,

x1
x2
mi;x
=
ln h ei;1+μh
ln h ei;2+μh
()
, mi;x = log x1
x2

"
ln h ei;1+μh
ln h ei;2+μh
#
()
, mi;x =
ln

ln M ei;1h
ln M ei;2h

ln x1x2
(3.18)
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Figure 3.5: MOS Change for AV
3.3.2 AV Influence Factors Calcultation
To calculate the influence factors of AV, symmetrical steps as in the influ-
ence factors calculation of IV are taken when considering AV (cf. Figure
3.5). Furthermore, symmetrical assumptions are done concerning δ, δ0,
x0 + δ, x0   δ0 and ε, ε0, e0 + ε, e0   ε0, so that the flexibility on loga-
rithms’ base selection applies also in AV influence factors. Therefore, Equa-
tion 3.19, Equation 3.20, and Equation 3.21 are obtained.
For x = x0 + δ < 1, where δ > 0 and e0   ε0 > μ, where ε0 > 0 (cf.
Figure 3.5),m+ is shown in Equation 3.19 below, which is formally proven
in the Appendix A.1.
ea (x0 + δ) = e0   ε0 (3:9;3:12)()
... (formally proven in the Appendix A.1)
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, m+ = log x0+δ
x0
 log( e0 μh )

e0   μ   ε0
h

(3.19)
Changing all the logarithms in Equation 3.19 to the natural logarithms is
allowed since all the bases and arguments are positive and not equal to 1.
Thus, m+ is seen in Equation 3.20. Similar to the IV influence factors any
logarithm with a positive base different than 1 can be selected for the loga-
rithm base change to ease calculations.
(3:19))m+ =
ln

ln e0 μ ε
0
h
ln e0 μh

ln x0+δx0
(3.20)
For x = x0   δ0 > 0 where δ0 > 0 and e0 + ε < M for ε > 0 (cf. Figure
3.5), m  is seen in Equation 3.21 below, which is formally proven in the
Appendix A.1.
ea
 
x0   δ0

= e0 + ε
(3:9;3:12)()
... (formally proven in the Appendix A.1)
, m  =
ln

ln e0 μ+εh
ln e0 μh

ln x0 δ0x0
(3.21)
Similar to Equation 3.18, any calculation of m = ma;x for AV variables
can be done for any pair of (x1; x2) and (ea(x1); ea(x2)) = (ea;1; ea;2) for
0  x1 < x2  1 (cf. Equation 3.24). To calculatema;x, a relation between
x1, x2, and ea;1, ea;2 is needed. Thus the following calculations are done:
ea(x1) = ea;1
(3:9)()  λ  x1m = ln ea;1   μh (3.22)
Similarly for x = x2.
ea(x2) = ea;2
(3:9)()  λ  x2m = ln ea;2   μh (3.23)
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Dividing Equation 3.22 by Equation 3.23, and since 1 6= x1=x2 6= 0:
(3:22)
(3:23)
Appendix A:1
=========) ma;x =
ln

ln ea;1 μh
ln ea;2 μh

ln x1x2
(3.24)
3.4 Multi-variable QoE Function
Each service’s unique characteristics, define a unique affect of QoE
when some variable(s) are changing. Thus, combining a set X =
fx1; : : : ; xk; : : : ; xNg of N 2 N+ diverse variables values xk, to calculate
a generic MOS, demands weights wk for each variable, since their impor-
tance might be different for different services. Equation 3.25 defines the
genericMOS function E (X). Weightswk 2 R+ reflect the contribution of
all variables. As a starting point the selection of wk = 1 is made, since all
variables are considered to equally contribute in QoE. However, wk is an
additional degree of freedom that considers the diverse importance of each
variable. Thus, wk is used to calibrate AQX. For this purpose input from
end-users can be used to extract those values of wk that reflect better QoE
as reported from end-users.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the generic MOS function E(X) of a hypothetical
service where one IV (x1) and one AV (x2) (X = fx1; x2g) with an influ-
ence factor m = 1 and m = 3, 8x1; x2 respectively, affect the QoE. In this
example the contribution weight of both parameters is selected to be 50%
to show what is the QoE effect of an equal percent fluctuation of each pa-
rameter. The white area on the graph marks all the possible pairs of both
variables values which result in an eMOS E(X0 = fx1;0; x2;0g) = E0.
E (X) := μ + h 
NY
k=1
 e(i_a) (xk)  μ
h
wk
(3.25)
The generic MOS in Equation 3.25 is chosen to be a weighted product
of all variable-specificMOS’ instead of a weighted sum. The reason for that
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Figure 3.6: Generic MOS Evolution for Equally Participating IV (m = 1)
and AV (m = 3)
is to ensure that if one variable’s MOS is very low, and cannot be compen-
sated by an improvement of other variables, the genericMOSwill reflect it.
In case of a weighted sum of each variable’s MOS the generic MOS under
specific circumstances can still be equal to the eMOS E0 even if the MOS
of a specific variable is the minimum one μ.
To illustrate that an additive QoE model could in some cases not cap-
ture the negative effect of an outperforming variable affectingQoE, assume
a MvNO is offering a flat rate mobile data plan, and two variables (band-
width (IV) andprice (AV)) affecting equally theQoEof end-users. This is a
realistic scenario since an end-user when selection such a service across dif-
ferent MvNOs with similar network coverage, the standard case for urban
areas, can compare only those twovariables. Assume that due to some tech-
nical problems, such as a link failure, the MvNO is unable to provide the
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service; considering only the bandwidth the MOS is minimum (μ) since
there is no data connectivity. TheMvNO decides not to charge customers
for the service during the non-functional period; considering only the price
the MOS is maximum (M) since there is no cost for the service. If the
genericMOSwould be an equal weighted sumof the respectiveMOS’, then
E = M=2 + μ=2. ForM = 5, μ = 1, and E0 = 3 the generic MOS would
be E = 3 = E0. However, the overall end-users’ QoE despite the fact no
payment is needed should be lower than the eMOS because no service is
provided. Thus, the low credibility of theMvNOshould also be reflected in
the generic MOS. Equation 3.25 states the necessity of an acceptable level
for each variable affecting QoE.Thus, in the scenario mentioned above the
generic MOS using Equation 3.25 would be E = 1 + 0 = 1, which means
that there is no price that a MvNO can offer to maintain end-users’ QoE
concerning the mobile data service if the service is not available. The latest
result illustrates that the availability of a service, which in this scenario is
encapsulated in the bandwidth variable, is an important parameter. Thus,
the end-users’ dissatisfaction and the MvNO’s credibility decrement is re-
flected by the genericMOS for the service unavailability scenario described
above.
3.5 ITU-TMOS-Compliant QoE Functions
The ITU-T has defined in recommendations P.800 [73], P.800.1 [77], and
P.805 [78] a five-point scale that represents QoE of end-users. The ITU-T
MOS scale is summarized in Table 2.1. In the AQX model, the eMOS e0,
is selected to be equal to the ITU-T numerical representation of “Good”
QoE, when the value of a variable x is equal to the eV² x0. Thus, Equa-
tion (3.26) illustrates the ITU-T MOS-compliant maximumM, expected
e0, and minimum μMOS values.
M := 5
μ := 1
)
(3:2)
=) h = 4 and e0 := 4 (3.26)
Given this input, the ITU-T MOS-compliant equation for IV and the
influence factorm equations, as presented in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 re-
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spectively, can be seen in Equation 3.27, Equation 3.29, and Equation 3.28.
Similarly for AV, the same results are formalized in Equation 3.30, Equa-
tion 3.32, and Equation 3.31. Those equations can be used to express the
QoE in the ITU-T standardize five point scale e.g. when considering tele-
phony services.
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Finally, Equation 3.33 generates the generic ITU-T MOS-compliant
MOS E(X) considering a set X of IV’ and AV’ values. Such a method is
used at [138] to calculate theMOS of various services onmobile networks
such as VoIP, video streaming, browsing, and random flow data streaming.
(3:25; 3:26)) E (X) = 1+ 4 
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wk
(3.33)
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3.6 Concurrent Economic and Technical Parameters
Consideration
Influence factors model the percentage of MOS fluctuation from e0 for a
specific fluctuation of a variable’s value from x0. To calculate the influence
factor one must know/estimate/assume/predict what will be the percent-
age of the increment (or decrement) of end-users satisfaction in terms of
MOS, for a specific percentage of the increment (or decrement) of a vari-
able’s value, such as the price of a service. The scenario of QoE estimation
of a voice call while considering technical variables, such as sound qual-
ity, and economic variables such as, Mobile Termination Rates (MTR), is
presented briefly in Chapter 5. There it is shown how parameters of AQX
model are selected when economic and technical variables are considered
concurrently. The following steps arederived from the axiomsofQoEmod-
eling with AQX, when considering multiple and diverse variables, and a
preview of the mobile voice call parameters, which will be presented in de-
tail in Chapter 5 is found below:
• Identify all variables that affectQoE and can be influenced by the SP
—Table 5.3
• Characterize those variables (IV, AV)
—Table 5.4
• Select the ideal/desired/expected/agreed x0 value of each variable
—Table 5.5, Table 5.6
• Considering the service specifications select the best and the worst
values of each variable
—Table 5.5, Table 5.6
• Identify the effect of each variable’s variation (influence factorsm)
—Table 5.7
• Identify the importance of each variable (importance factors w)
—Table 5.10
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3.7 Chapter Summary
AQX adopted the generic exponential QoE model ideas and proposes an
axiomatic mathematical model that can be used to generate a MOS illus-
trating end-user QoE considering one or multiple and diverse variables,
such as bandwidth, network access guarantees, or price. The generalized
MOSestimation function proposed inAQX, is definingMOSas aweighted
product of all variable-specific MOS’ (referring to the MOS’ of individual
influence factors) rather than aweighted sum. The rationale behind this ap-
proach is that the model should effectively reflect the situation when one
variable’sMOS is very low and cannot be compensated by an improvement
of other variables. The model requires a minimum and maximum satisfac-
tion score in the positive numbers space and a value between those num-
bers to represents the end-user’s satisfaction when each variable has the de-
sired/expected value, such as the minimum required bandwidth needed to
achieve HD video streaming quality. Furthermore, for each variable a pos-
itive number is needed showing the effect of the parameter’s fluctuation in
QoE.This influence factor can be calculated from those equations that are
provided here. In case of more than one participating variable in the MOS
calculation the importance of each variable needs to be specified. Addi-
tionally, AQX is aligned with the comprehensive framework for QoE and
User Behavior (UB)modeling presented at [115], since the reference value
for each parameter can be specified as a parameter in AQX. E.g., maximum
latency a specific end-user can tolerate at a given VoIP scenario.
Concluding, such a model presented here is very well suited (a) to cal-
culate the MOS provided the value of measurable variables and (b) to es-
timate which actions are needed in case of a change, of one or more vari-
able(s’) value(s), to maintain the same end-user’s satisfaction level if pos-
sible. Having such a method in place can save the time needed to perform
a survey to observe end-user behavior. Also, the MOS generation mathe-
matical model presented here, can be used to generate a comparison index
on similar services for the end-user, across different service providers, such
as CPs, with different variables and values.
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AQX is beneficial for end-users when comparing different services
across multiple SPs. SPs can also estimate the end-user’s QoE with such
a mathematical model while considering (a) their available resources, (b)
demands of the end-user, and (c)minimum service requirements. Further-
more, since this model can consider variables, such as the price of a service,
SPs can maximize their revenues while maintaining their customer’s QoE
at a certain level. Thus, it is essential for SPs to create end-user and ser-
vice profiles by calculating all parameters of this model. Such a calculation
can be initiated through end-user’s demands (e.g., maximumprice for a ser-
vice), and/or service’s characteristics (e.g., maximum latency allowed on a
VoIP session).
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4
AQX in VoIP
Q uality-of-Service is definedby application-specific values thresh-olds of technical variables such as latency, packet loss, and band-
width. These values are well known for different technologies and services
and they can bemeasured [78]. Furthermore, selected values of those vari-
ables are oftenused formarketing purposes, e.g.,MvNOs and ISPs advertise
“high bandwidth” or“high performance”. However, QoS variables are not
explicitly linked to the end-user’s satisfaction. It is naive to conclude that
end-users’ QoE can be increased by adjusting one QoS variable, because
the relationship betweenQoS variables and end-users’ experience depends
on the Type-of-Service (ToS). Large latency can serve as an example here,
since latency has a higher negative effect on VoIP services than on video
streaming [74].
This chapter focuses on applying AQX in VoIP to validate its usability
and quantify its performance. The four step QoE formalization methodol-
ogy in this chapter reads as follows: (1) Define an experimental setup al-
lowing for the emulation of various network connection performance set-
tings on latency, packet loss, and bandwidth; (2) perform test VoIP calls
in pre-defined and controlled experimental setups and collect QoE-related
feedback from end-users in terms of MOS [77]; (3) use the feedback col-
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lected to evaluate the AQXmodel results for different variables in this VoIP
scenario by comparing AQX [140] when only one QoE-related variable
is considered to the two QoE-predicting models, (i) the single-value ex-
ponential relationship connecting QoS parameters, called IQX hypothesis
[50], and (ii) themulti-value E-model [76] of the ITU-T; and (4) evaluate
the performance of AQXwhenmultiple technical variables are considered.
In support of the accurately and timely measurement of QoE for VoIP
services, the state-of-the-art Web Real-Time Communications (WebRTC)
technologywas used to newly design anddevelop aVoIP client that collects
directly all necessary user’s feedback concerning the perceived communica-
tion quality, in experimental VoIP calls, under different network conditions
in various scenarios [122][137]. Thosevaryingnetwork conditions are em-
ulated by the network emulation frameworkWANem [130], which utilizes
a real network. Therefore, three computers were attached to each other
through a switch via LAN cables. Using such an experimental architecture
guarantees a fully controlled network emulation that is not influenced by
external traffic.
This experimental setup served for the collection of more than 500 data
points and was used to show how accurate the previously mentionedQoE-
predicting models [50][76] reflect these collected data points. In this ex-
periment, it was shown that the AQXmodel is the most accurate model to
capture QoE in given scenarios.
Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup
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4.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is based on theWANem framework [130] for net-
work emulation and aWebRTCmessenger that was developed and used for
the experiments of this thesis. Moreover the ITU recommendation P.800
[73] was considered for the experimental procedure.
4.1.1 Hardware and Software Architecture
Akey element of theQoEevaluation architecture used in this thesis is aWe-
bRTCmessenger. WebRTC is World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) draft
standard for real-time communication between browsers [146]. The goal
of WebRTC is plug-in-free low-cost communication in real-time between
any browser. And with communication not only audio and video commu-
nication is meant, but also the direct exchange of data. So with the help
of WebRTC it is possible to create a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) connection from
browser to browser and send audio, video and data over it. This WebRTC
approachhas been chosenbecause it is the new trend in the field of theVoIP
communication, it is open source and there is no software necessary other
than a browser on the client side [141].
Additionally, theWANem [130] framework for network emulation was
used. This software, which is based on the Linux OS Knoppnix [88], is
convincing because it makes use of the well-accepted open source network
tool for Linux calledNetEm[84][92]. Furthermore,WANemprovides the
possibility to build aUI on top of it, which facilitates the flexibility to create
a control panel that meets with precision the demands of an QoE evalua-
tion experiment, such as the easy setup of different scenarios with diverse
latency, bandwidth, and packet loss settings to be tested, as well as the au-
tomated collection of the user ratings.
ThearchitectureusingWANemis illustrated inFigure4.1. There are four
computers connected in a local LAN through a switch. Two computers run
the WebRTCmessenger, one computer runs an Apache [18] web server, a
node.js [83] signaling server as well as a MySQL [18] data base and the
last computer runs the WANem tool that can emulate the network. The
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WANemworks as follows: The routing table of the two computers that run
theWebRTCmessenger are modified in such amanner, that all the packets
are routed to the other peer through the computer that runsWANem. This
computer is responsible for the network emulation. E.g., if the packet loss
is set to 50%, the WANem computer will drop every second packet that is
routed through. Such architecture with LAN cables and a switch is neces-
sary to guarantee a controlled network environment without the interfer-
ences that happen in a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) network.
4.1.2 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure besides the hardware and software -related in-
formation, includes some important information concerning (a) the partic-
ipants group (subjects) and (b) the procedure of the experiments. The sub-
jects of the experimental procedure of this experiment were 34 volunteers
at the University of Zürich and the High School ofWillisau in Switzerland.
The volunteers were mainly computer science students between 20 and
25 years old. However, the overall age distribution range of the subjects
was from 16 to 63 years old. A pair of two randomly selected subjects par-
ticipated in several voice calls with different technical parameters. Each
subject rated the quality of each call separately after the end of the call.
The goal of the overall experimental procedure was to affect as little as
possible the QoE rating of each subject. Firstly, the number and the du-
ration of the test calls defined carefully, so that the experiment about the
human experience would not demand from a subject to actively participate
for more than 30minutes in voice calls. Otherwise, it was assumed that the
subjects would become annoyed and/or bored and their answers would be
influenced by emotions which would decrease the quality of the results. To
avoid such situation, the total duration of each experimental session de-
signed to not exceed one hour.
Having a fixed interview length influenced the decision concerning the
number and the duration of the test calls. There is a trade-off between the
number of measurements and the confidence of the results. If the test calls
are longer, fewer experiments can be performed within a fixed time-frame.
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It was assumed that people are not able to have a free and balanced conver-
sation of 45 second on their own since it does not seem to be enough time
to develop a proper conversation, especially between strangers.
To avoid unbalanced conversations, the following method was used to
support the conversation in the test calls: At the beginning of the exper-
iment each participant got around 300 easy general knowledge questions
[87] [104] and the subjects had to ask and answer them alternately. This
approach led to a fluent and balanced conversation without distracting the
subjects from their evaluation task.
The decision about the procedure of the interview was as follows:
• 0-5min Introduction, explanation of the experiment and rating sys-
tem
• 5-25min 16TestCalls, around 45 seconds calling time+ 15 seconds
voting time each
• 25-30minQuestion and Answers about the calling experience
4.2 AQX Parameters in VoIP
The following evaluation is based on the MOS of 34 subjects, which pro-
duced in total more than 500 end-user’s opinion score ratings at an over-
all calling time of approximately 6 hours. 80% of these ratings were col-
lected in a single variable scenario, where only one variable was adjusted.
The remainder of these ratings weremixed variable scenarios, wheremulti-
ple variables were adjusted simultaneously. The main focus of this experi-
ment’s QoEmeasurements was on the single variable scenarios, since AQX
only demands knowledge of expected variable values and influence factors
of individual variables to predict QoE considering multiple variables. The
primary goal of this experimentwas to calibrate AQX for theVoIP scenario.
Thus, the data were collected for this purpose. The secondary goal of this
experiment was to validate the AQX prediction performance in the multi-
ple variables scenario. It was assumed that less but equally distributed set
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of data points would be sufficient to reveal the potential inaccuracy of the
AQXmodel.
Although the AQX model can be calibrated for diverse technical and
non-technical variables, in this experiment the comparison of AQX against
other state of the art models is attempted. Thus, the focus is on four tech-
nical network-related variables that affect QoE in VoIP: (1) latency, (2)
packet loss, and (3) bandwidth. The AQXmodel needs for every technical
variable an expected variable value x0 [140] [138].
The WebRTC technology that was used in this experiment is relatively
young and rich literature, that can be used to find possible expected vari-
able values, does not yet exist. Thus, to select x0 values several references
were used [74][75][30][107][148]. Forthermore, theminimumandmax-
imum values (xmin, xmax) for each variable have been selected under the
following assumptions since no similar study requiring such values could
be found in literature by the time that the work of this thesis concluded:
• In best case there is no latency, or packet loss (xmin = 0 for all vari-
ables)
• In the worst case the maximum latency in VoIP is equal to approxi-
mately the one way delay of satellite communication and any delay
above this is assumed to be similarly undesirable (xmax = 1600)
• Concerning packet loss, any packet loss above 40% is assumed to be
equally undesirable (xmax = 40)
• Concerning the bandwidth any value approximately below 1/3 of
the required bandwidth according to the VoIP protocol (x0 = 65) is
assumed to be equally undesirable (xmin = 20)
• Any bandwidth value approximately twice as x0 will not affect a call’s
QoE further in a positive way (xmax = 125)
Finally, each variablemust be characterized as AV, or IV.Thus, each vari-
able’s AV/IV characterization, the x0, xmin, and xmax values and references
as of Table 4.1 were used for this evaluation
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Table 4.1: x0, xmin, xmax and References Used for the Evaluation
AV/IV Variable x0 xmin xmax ReferenceBehavior [unit]
AV Latency 300 0 1600 [74][75] ITU(two way) [ms]
AV Packet loss 5 0 40 [107] Opus[%] documentation
IV Bandwidth 65 20 125 [148] WebRTC[kbit/s] official blog
4.2.1 Single Variables
AQX generic QoE function demands knowledge of the QoE function of
each variable affecting QoE. Furthermore, the IQX Hypothesis can con-
sider simultaneously only one variable affecting QoE.Thus, the main focus
of the experiments was (a) to select AQXparameters for each variable, such
as the expected value and the influence factor of a variable, based on litera-
ture, or intuitive assumptions when references were not available, and (b)
to compareAQXperformance against IQXandE-model for those variables.
Here those results of each variable scenario are presented. To demonstrate
with an example, in a scenario with 5% packet loss, the latency was set to
zero milliseconds (0 ms) and the bandwidth was unlimited so that only
packet-loss affects QoE.
Once x0, xmin, and xmax are identified, to calculate influence factorsm 
and m  using Equations 3.28 3.29 and Equations 3.31 3.32 respectively,
an assumption (if no available reference exist) of the MOS fluctuation is
needed. Thus, the question to be answered reads: “If MOS= 4 for x = x0,
what the MOS will be for x = xmax, and x = xmin ?”. To answer this
question for latency, packet loss, and bandwidth in VoIP the following as-
sumptions are made:
• Latency 1600 ms will result a poor communication
(MOS=2) due to large waiting time. Thus, (3:31) )
m+ = ln (ln 3 2=4=ln 3=4)=ln 300+1300=300 = 0:94
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• Latency << 300 ms (e.g.,1 ms) will not increase significantly QoE
because the end-user cannot sense such small delays (e.g., maximum
MOS=4.5). Thus, (3:32) ) m  = ln (ln 3+0:5=4=ln 3=4)=ln 300 299=300 =
0:13
• Packet loss 40%will result a poor communication (MOS=2) due to
many interruptions. Thus, (3:31) ) m+ = ln (ln 3 2=4=ln 3=4)=ln 5+35=35 =
0:76
• Packet loss << 5% (e.g.,0.01%) will not increase signifi-
cantly QoE because the protocol is able to tolerate up to
5% packet loss (e.g., maximum MOS=4.5). Thus, (3:32) )
m  = ln (ln 3+0:5=4=ln 3=4)=ln 5 4:99=5 = 0:12
• Doubling bandwidthwill not improve significantlyQoEbecause the
protocol is designed to perform well even with (65 kbit/s). Thus,
maximumMOS=4.5 is expected even for such agenerousbandwidth
update. This results to: (3:28) ) m+ = ln (ln 1 0:5=4=  ln 4)=ln 65+60=65 =
0:62
• Significant decrement of bandwidth (e.g., 20 instead of 65 kbit/s)
will decrease significantly QoE because the protocol expects a
minimum bandwidth to perform reliably. Thus, bad quality
(e.g., MOS 1) is expected. This results to: (3:29) )
m  = ln (ln 1+2:99=4=  ln 4)=ln 65 45=65 = 5:36
Table 4.2 summarizes influence factors (m) values calculated fromEqua-
tion 3.28, Equation 3.29 for the IV variable (Bandwidth), and Equa-
tion 3.31, Equation 3.32 for AVs (Latency, Packet loss).
Table 4.2: Influence Factors Results of the Single Variable Scenarios
Latency Packet loss Bandwidth
m+ 0.94 0.76 0.62
m  0.13 0.12 5.36
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Figure 4.2: AQX vs Emodel (Latency)
The resulting graphs of the AQXmodel were also compared to the other
two QoE-predicting models during this experiment. Figure 4.2 shows two
plots which show the comparison betweenQoE results of the AQX and the
ITU-T-standardised E-model (dashed line) as a function of latency. IQX
hypothesis is missing in Figure 4.2 because there is not an equation pro-
posed by IQX modeling MOS and latency. Thus, there are no IQX data
available for latency. The error bars in the plot represent the standard devi-
ation of the collected data.
It is noticeable in Figure 4.2 that the E-Model proposes lowerMOS val-
ues than the AQX model most of the time. Where both models do not
appear to be accurate enough with the collected data, AQX appears to be
approach better collected data. The reason for such high values in the data
set could be the following. Latency is a variable that when is high is not di-
rectly annoying, like bad audio quality is. Latency gets more annoying the
longer and the faster a conversation becomes. High latency might not be
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very disturbing in a short conversation with small talk characteristics. The
conversations of these experiments had exactly these characteristics. Thus,
it was assumed that the subjects did not report lowMOS for high latency.
Since the collected MOS values seemed rather high, some extra experi-
mentswere performedwith longer experimental calls inwhich only latency
was tested. For these calls, three different conversational tasks proposed by
the ITU-T were tested: (a) a travel office role play, (b) a random number
verification task and (c) a contacts exchange task [78]. The results of these
extra tests were unexpected. The subjects rated still high. For a test sce-
nario with 1500ms latency the MOS was still 3.17. Therefore, it is further
assumed that not only the duration and the type of conversational task are
responsible for the unexpected outcome. It is possible that a cultural phe-
nomenon leads to such results. As stated in [78] MOS can vary due to
cultural differences. Except four subjects, all of them spoke Swiss German
which is a rather slow language and therefore latency probably disturbs less.
This hypothesis is supported by a test call between a Russian and an Ital-
ian participant held in English which seemed to be faster and more inter-
active than most of the native Swiss German speakers’ conversations, and
in this experiment the latency was not tolerated. Although a proof of this
phenomenon could not be found in [118], since the sample was not large
enough it stays only a hypothesis in this experiment.
This experiment showed that E-model would be incapable to spot such
behavior. However, AQX could predict the right MOS with high accuracy
with another influence factor selection under an appropriate assumption.
E.g, latency1600mswill not result a poor communication (MOS=3)due to
Table 4.3: Updated Influence Factors Results of the Single Variable
Scenarios
Latency Packet loss Bandwidth
m+ 0.52 0.76 0.62
m  0.13 0.12 5.36
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Figure 4.3: AQX vs Emodel (Latency - Updated m+)
the high tolerance of Swiss German speakers participating in experiments
of this thesis. Thus, (3:31)) m+ = ln (ln 3 1=4=ln 3=4)=ln 300+1300=300 = 0:52.
Table 4.3 summarizes the updated influence factors (m) values under
the assumption that participants of experiments in this thesis could toler-
ate latency in such experiments. Figure 4.3 shows that AQX is adjustable
and under the right assumption m can selected appropriately so that AQX
performs even better. Thus, it is shown that the E-model is not accurate in
every VoIP scenario, since it was proven to be too pessimistic in respect to
the negative effect of latency between slow-speaking subjects. The MOS
depends on the service and the respective users. Therefore a model that al-
lows flexible calibration, such as AQX, is needed to predict QoE accurately
in diverse scenarios.
In Figure 4.4 the MOS as a function of the packet loss is illustrated and
compared to the E-Model and the IQX hypothesis. The AQX model ap-
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Figure 4.4: AQX vs Emodel and IQX (Packet Loss)
pears to capture QoE better than the E-model and the IQX hypothesis.
In the IQX Hypothesis experiments [50] the Internet Low Bitrate Codec
(iLBC) was used during the measurements. For the E-Model calculation
tool [79] the G.711 Codec [81] is assumed, and the codec in those experi-
ments was Opus [107]. The reason of having different codecs is that there
was no control in codecs used in the related work and the use of the same
codecs was not possible inWebRTC by the time of the experiments. How-
ever, Opus has advanced error correction mechanisms similar to the most
advanced version of G.711 that is used in the E-Model and the one of the
IQX hypothesis experiments. Therefore, it is possible to compare the re-
sults of different QoE models but for the same variables, which are pre-
sented in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4.
Finally, in Figure 4.5 the MOS as a function of the packet loss is illus-
trated. IQX hypothesis and Emodel aremissing in Figure 4.5 because there
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Figure 4.5: AQX MOS (Bandwidth)
is not an equation proposed by IQXnor EmodelmodelingMOS and band-
width only. Thus, there are only AQX data available for bandwidth.
4.2.2 Multiple Variables Combination
This part presents the AQX model for scenarios where multiple variables
were tested. Since themain focus was on single variable tests, only five data
points were collected for each of these mixed scenarios. However, the eval-
uation on those data points for different values of Latency (L), Packet Loss
(PL), and Bandwidth (B), showed that AQX predicts accurately the QoE
in these multiple variables VoIP scenarios.
In these experiments, 12 different multiple-variables-scenarios were
tested and their results are summarized inTable 4.4. Thefirst three columns
indicate which variable values were tested. Column four contain the MOS
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Table 4.4: Collected MOS for Mixed Variables Compared to the Calcu-
lated MOS
L [ms] PL [%] B [kbps] CollectedMOS AQX(std. dev.)
600 10 unlimited 3.13 (0.64) 2.63
500 7 unlimited 3.56 (0.73) 2.88
500 10 unlimited 3.00 (0.67) 2.68
500 10 60 3.25 (0.46) 2.00
400 0 75 3.38 (0.74) 3.23
400 7 unlimited 3.25 (0.71) 2.97
400 20 75 2.50 (0.93) 1.98
250 10 0 2.80 (0.63) 2.86
0 7 64 3.88 (0.64) 2.99
0 7 98 3.88 (0.64) 3.30
0 10 60 3.25 (0.46) 2.46
0 12 98 3.25 (0.71) 2.90
collected from the subjects in experiments as well as the standard devia-
tions of these collected ratings. The last column shows theMOS calculated
by the Equation 3.33 of the AQX model using the parameters determined
by the single variable scenarios.
Comparing these results in Table 4.4 it has to be noted that Equa-
tion 3.33 creates promising results, since the differences between calculated
and collected MOS are small. The mean of all MOS differences is 0.52,
which is small for an unadjusted calculation where all variables assumed to
be equally important (all weights are equal to 1). Each variable’s weight
serves as another degree of freedom, allowing further calibration of AQX.
However, there is not a sufficient amount of data points to make any signif-
icant statement in those experiments. Thus, it was not possible to use the
additional degree of freedom that AQX allows for in these cases.
The result of this multiple variables scenario (latency and packet loss)
is illustrated in Figure 4.6, where two variables are mixed. The 3D-curve is
the calculated AQXmodel for the two variables and the large black bullets
show the MOS collected. The size of these bullets has been chosen for vi-
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Figure 4.6: 3D-Graph of the AQX Model for Multiple Variables
sualization purposes. Those bullets should be ideally cut in half by the 3D-
curve of the AQX model in case of a 100% accurate prediction. However,
the closer a bullet is in the 3D-curve, and the better the bullet intersects the
curve, the better the prediction of the AQXmodel is.
4.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the design and execution of a QoE measurement
experiment, which examined multiple different network scenarios emula-
tions. Moreover, this setup provided the possibility to save user ratings and
performan application-specific analysiswith adjustable variables being em-
ulated and encompassing latency, packet loss, and bandwidth. The VoIP
messenger— developed based on the WebRTC technology— collected a
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significant, and thus statistically solid, amount of over 500 data points in
experiments with a total of 34 subjects.
The data collected was used to calculate AQX results for each scenario
and respective MOS results were used to define those parameters of the
AQX model for VoIP services. The evaluation performed two steps for
each variable: (1) the resulting AQX model was compared to the ITU-T
E-Model and the IQX hypothesis; and (2) these variables were considered
in a mixed scenario with other variables.
It was shown that the AQXmodel in several cases shows high QoE pre-
diction accuracy in the VoIP scenario. Moreover, an outcome of the anal-
ysis ofm values confirmed that they are not constant for the entire domain
of a variable. Different influence factors values m  and m+ are needed to
predict accurately QoE below and above the expected value x0 of a vari-
able. Additionally, those experiments revealed that the formula for multi-
ple variables of the AQXmodel produces accurate QoE prediction results,
specifically for the set of measurements with mixed variables, which were
performed. All these findings lead to the conclusion that AQX is a highly
adaptable and precise model, which outperforms all other state-of-the-art
models in the VoIP domain that was compared with. Having provided the
influence factor m for different services, the AQX model becomes a pow-
erful and useful tool for VoIP SPs to predict and improve their services in
terms of QoE.
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5
TheDesign to
Overcome theMTRMonopoly
O nce it is possible to estimate QoE of end-users considering the ser-vice specification and end-user’s preferences and priorities, it is pos-
sible to establish a QoE-based charging schema for scenarios, such as the
mobile termination service. Furthermore, inmarkets weremultiple SPs of-
fer similar services, such asmobile callsmarket, andwere competition is al-
lowed or demanded, the SP thatwillmaximizeQoEof end-usersmay be se-
lected to provide the given service. In mobile communication the amount
that the MvNO of the callee will charge the caller’s MvNO, to terminate
his call into his network is termedMTR (cf. Figure 1.1). TheMTRmarket
is considered to be a monopoly (cf. Chapter 1). The problem of the mo-
nopolistic MTR market is also large for users that wish to receive calls in
a location that is different from the home location, where the service was
registered (roaming). Roaming users has to pay high prices to receive a
call [143]. Thus, the ITU has put effort toward the solution of this prob-
lem [70][71][72]. Although, in June 2015 European Union (EU) agreed
to scrap roaming charges from June 2017 [45], MTR in each country will
continue being a monopolistic market since there will be no further MTR
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deduction in this case. Thus, it is essential to address the high MTR cost
and the Mobile Termination Rates monopoly problem in general not only
for roaming but also for domestic calls.
There is significant work done onMTR regulation effects that show (a)
MTR are the higher the smaller the MvNO’s size is (as measured through
its subscriber base), and (b) asymmetric MTR regulation of only larger
MvNOs in a market will induce the smallerMvNOs to increase their MTR
[34]. Additionally, there is significant research on the topic of the proper
selection of MTR with regulators playing a significant role defining them
[25]. Furthermore, effort has been put into the analysis of business strate-
gies, such as CPP and RPP, that MvNOs follow concerning their termi-
nation rates [62][93]. The customer base of a singleMvNO is significantly
smaller compared to the set of total customers in every otherMvNO, FNO,
or VoIP provider, unless aMvNOservesmore than the 50%of all end-users
which is rarely the case since there are multiple MvNOs in most countries.
Thereby, the majority of calls that aMvNO has to terminate in his network
originate from foreign networks. Thus, for many years MvNOs revenue is
coupled with high termination rates applied. This is the main motivation
for MvNOs to keep regulation in this monopolistic market as low as possi-
ble.
To solve the highMTRproblemdual-SIMcard devices [29][150] could
be used to select on-demand theMvNO that is offering the betterMTRop-
tion. However, in such case it is essential that a caller has a complete and
always up-to-date knowledge of every pricing plan of each available to him
MvNO. A user need to subscribe with his dual-SIM device simultaneously
in twoMvNOs. UsuallyMvNOs provide lower rates for calls between their
customers (in cases those calls might also be for free), since in that case
there is no termination fee involved. Furthermore, in the past, a MSISDN
corresponds only to a subscriber of a specific MvNO. So, a caller identifies
by the callee’s MSISDN, which MvNO is serving him, and thus selects the
cheaper option among hisMvNOs to complete the call. However, since the
Mobile Number Portability (MNP) became gradually a regulation in most
countries to allow mobile subscribers to change MvNOs without chang-
ing their phone number, there is not a unique MvNO that the MSISDN
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can belong to. Nowadays, a callee can establish a new contract with any
available MvNO and still can be reached by the same MSISDN. Thus, the
caller needs to have prior knowledge of which MvNO is serving the callee
to be able to select in the dual-SIM device the MvNO, which provides the
cheaper calling rate for a specific MSISDN. Beside the callee’s MvNO lack
of transparency, high contract operations costs are an additional obstacle
for callers wanting to use dual-SIM devices to minimize their out coming
calls cost. Thus, dual-SIM devices require contracts with more than one
MvNO and do not affect the Mobile Termination Rates monopoly.
Fortunately, there are two significant updates, compared to the early
days of mobile communications, which enable the operation of an efficient
MvNO-independent call-termination solution. This solution will have an
impact toward theMobileTerminationRatesmonopoly, sinceMvNOswill
loose the control of their subscriber’s call-termination procedure. Those
updates are (1) the infrastructure update and (2) the mobile data intro-
duction. In more detail, the majority of the newest mobile terminal de-
vices, e.g., smart phones, can equally register in almost every network across
the world, irrespective of the device vendor. Nowadays, smart phones are
the rule and not the exception between mobile subscribers mobile termi-
nal choice according to Nielsen [102]. Such devices have sufficient com-
putational power, multiple network interfaces, provide positioning infor-
mation, and can also support cross-platform applications, which are fully
integrated within the device’s UI. Thus, several procedures, like computa-
tional calculations or an exchange of data between the caller and the callee,
can take place prior to a call without the calling parties experiencing any
difference during the calling procedure. Furthermore, mobile data charges
are nowadays decreasing [101], mobile data rates are higher and expected
to be improved in the future within the next generationsmobile communi-
cation networks [127].
This thesis presents here in today’s mobile networks environment Aba-
CUS, which is (1) a MvNO-independent call-termination system in re-
placement of theMobileTerminationRatesmonopoly, and (2) a fair charg-
ing system where the one who pays can influence the price and the QoS
perceived level. Thus, this thesis overcomes theMobile Termination Rates
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Figure 5.1: Stakeholders of the Internet Ecosystem [112]
monopoly obstacle of the MTRmarket, providing a fair charging solution.
Furthermore, this thesis shows that the unregulated adoptionbyMvNOsof
such a solution will have a positive impact for both end-users andMvNOs.
The former is achieved by selecting the MvNO to terminate a call with a
given QoS at a given price, and the latter is facilitated through the call-
termination of other MvNOs subscribers.
5.1 Stakeholders Analysis
TheMTR ecosystem is a subset of the Internet ecosystem because only the
mobile termination service is included while the Internet contains various
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services, such as VoIP, video streaming, and browsing. Thus, the Internet
ecosystem stakeholders list [80][112] which is presented in Figure 5.1, has
been used to identify relevant stakeholders of the MTR ecosystem.
A voice call is not considered as content (e.g., a movie) because each
voice call between a caller and a callee is different. Thereby, there is no
stakeholder in the content owner category. However, in every other cate-
gory presented in Figure 5.1 there are various stakeholders for the MTR
ecosystem. To compile a complete list of each stakeholder of the MTR
ecosystemwhich is presented inTable 5.1, the seven stakeholder categories
and themethodology proposed in [80][112] have been used. According to
Project Management stakeholder characterization principles [89] and the
stakeholders analysis of Table 5.1, each stakeholders’ Interest, Importance,
and Attitude is identified and the stakeholders’ map of the MTR ecosys-
tem is visualized in Figure 5.2. The reasoning for each stakeholder’s inter-
est, influence and attitude is presented in the respective subsection of each
stakeholders’ category.
5.1.1 Users
During this thesis an Internet survey [134] was performed among approxi-
mately two hundredMvNO’s subscribers, who belong to a diverse location,
age, sex, social, and educational background to poll end-user’s interest in a
potential QoE-based charging for mobile voice services. As results in Ta-
ble 5.2 show, it is observed that 58% of subscribers would not mind to pay
more for a guarantee QoS. 74% of those subscribers would not mind to ex-
perience a below average sound quality communication, if the total price
of the call would be less than originally priced. Finally, 61% of the callers
are tolerant in timedelays concerning their call establishmentwaiting-time.
Given the survey results, this thesis assumes that caller’s attitude is positive
and the interest in AbaCUS high because a caller will benefit either from
better services, and/or lower prices (better QoE). Furthermore, callee’s at-
titude is assumed to be neutral since there is no monetary benefit neither
any loss. For the same reason, the interest of the callee is assumed to be low.
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Table 5.2: Users’s Behavior Survey Results
Per cent of callers that willing to 58%pay extra for better QoE
Per cent of callers that willing to 74%accept poor QoS for a lower price
Per cent of delay tolerant callers 61%
The influence of a caller and a callee in AbaCUS is assumed to be medium
since high participation is essential but not mandatory for a successful ter-
mination of the MTRmonopoly.
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Figure 5.2: MTR Stakeholders Map
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5.1.2 PolicyMakers
To liberate a “de-facto” market-defined monopoly, such as the Mobile Ter-
mination Ratesmonopoly (cf. Section 2.1), even if it is technically feasible,
it would take significant time for the regulator to enforce new policies that
demand from the players more investments, either in terms of infrastruc-
ture or working-time. In this thesis an interview with the Swiss Federal
Office of Communications (OFCOM) [106], which is the regulation au-
thority concerning telecommunication in Switzerland, confirmed that to
liberate such a monopoly is a time costly process when regulatory actions
are needed. However, OFCOM agreed that AbaCUS shows a clear impact
not only on social wealth fare increment but also on MvNOs opportunity
to monetize unused infrastructure.
Political action might be needed in special cases, such as the Swiss mar-
ket, where governmental entities, such as the parliament, might need to
take an action to enforce a new law. In such environment the regulator
(e.g., OFCOM) first need to recommend the changes that are needed, and
then the respective governmental entity to initiate the procedure of enforc-
ing a new law. The latest depending on the country is an additional action
needed thatmight complicate and slow down further a potential attempt to
enforce aMobile Termination Ratesmonopoly liberation. Thus, this thesis
strengthens benefits for MvNOs as an incentive of a voluntary adoption of
such system with a minimum regulatory and legislative demand.
Both regulators and governmental entities have high influence in Aba-
CUS since the systemneeds to be adopted tomeet any local regulation/law
demands. The interest of the regulator is high because AbaCUS overcomes
the MTR monopoly problem and reduces the regulation demand. How-
ever, for governmental entities the interest in AbaCUSwill increase only in
case that the regulator recommends specific law enforcement. Finally, the
position of regulators and governmental entities is neutral since there is no
drawback in case the MTRmonopoly cancelation is achieved.
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5.1.3 Connectivity and Information Providers
MNOs and MVNOs are the mobile call termination SPs and thus the key
stakeholder of the AbaCUS system. MNOs are stakeholders who ownmo-
bile network infrastructure and frequency license, and MVNOs are opera-
tors who payMNOs to use their infrastructure to provide services, such as
the mobile voice service. Both, MNOs and MVNOs are providing sim-
ilar services to their end-customers, but they may follow different pric-
ing strategies although very often they operate over the same infrastruc-
ture. AbaCUS increases the utilization ofMvNOs infrastructure and allows
monetization of unused MvNOs resources by offering the possibility to a
MvNOtoprovidemobile call-termination services to end-users that do not
belong tot heir customer base.
There are several use-cases that show benefits for MvNOs from a lib-
eral MTR market. (a) It is outlined at [6] that even when the network of
a MvNO is not serving any end-users there is a high energy cost in a Base
Station (BS). The BS consists of different components, such as a Power
Amplifier (PA), a Radio Frequency (RF) transmitter and receiver, anten-
nas, voltage converters, and cooling units. In macro-BSs (not femto-cells)
the PA is the component with the highest energy consumption. Evenwhen
there is low load in the BS the same power supply with its fixed operation
point is demanded. Thus, for a major part of the day power is wasted. In
the situation of underused infrastructure a MvNO may decrease MTR to
attract traffic to the network and collectMTR from end-users that wouldn’t
use this specificMvNO to terminate a call. This will result to theminimiza-
tion of the operational cost for a MvNO. (b) Assuming that a MvNO is
experiencing a technical problem or faces high load and it is not possible to
serve its customers, a temporary increment of MTR will “force” end-users
touse a competitiveMvNOand theywill not realize that their homeMvNO
would not be able to serve them and their QoE will not be decreased. Fi-
nally, (c)MvNOs can benefit fromoffering premium services, such as guar-
anteed network access in case of high network load (e.g., during a concert, a
popular sports event, in crowded areas, or in New Year’s Eve) , to end-users
that are willing to pay higher MTR.
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Despite the fact that paying for QoS can increase networks’ utilization
[53], the initial attitude of a MvNO is negative since the “de-facto” MTR
monopoly is terminated. Furthermore, MvNOs’ influence is high since a
voluntary adoption of AbaCUS will eliminate any overhead for regulators
and governmental entities action demand. Finally, the interest of such sys-
tem is high because of the new revenue sources possibility from already ex-
isting infrastructure.
5.1.4 TechnologyMakers and Infrastructure Providers
To facilitate an automatic and on-demand MvNO selection that is needed
in AbaCUS to overcome theMTRmonopoly, a mechanism that can access
the MvNO selection mechanism of the UE GSMmodemmust be accessi-
ble via theUEOSSDK. Suchmechanismmust be energy and time efficient
as well as available for most UE OSs. As it will seen in detail in Chapter 6
suchmechanism is not currently natively available by the only open source
mobile UE OSs (Android). Thus, the influence of SDK publishers is high
although the interest is assumed to be low and the attitude neutral since
such solution is not implemented yet.
Once the automatic and on-demandMvNO selection SDKmethod be-
comes available by SDK publishers, an application developer must use the
method to implement an E2E solution, such as a dialer, that uses this func-
tionality for business purposes. E.g., the liberation of MTR market. The
interest of such application developers is medium since new services will
be developed, the influence is high because the implementation can affect
the energy and time efficiency of the implementedMvNO selectionmech-
anism, and finally the attitude is positive because new services mean new
revenue streams.
The infrastructure providers which are the smart phone vendors have a
low interest and influence in the automatic and on-demand MvNO selec-
tion mechanism because once the functionality is defined in the SDK the
UE will execute the MvNO selection. There is no additional cost or rev-
enue stream for smart phone vendors and thus their attitude is assumed to
be neutral.
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Table 5.3: QoE-related Variables Identification of Mobile Calls
Variable Variable Type Unit
Sound Quality Technical SD;HD
Guaranteed Network Access Technical Yes;No
MTR Economic Any currency
Call Set-up Cost Economic Any currency
Charging Rate [time] Economic sec
MinimumCall Duration [time] Economic sec
5.2 QoE of aMobile Call According to AQX
To formalizeQoEofmobile calls theAQXaxioms andmethodology is used
(Section 3.1) to (1) identify QoE-related variables, (2) classify QoE vari-
ables in IV or AV, (3) identify the minimum and maximum values of each
variable, (4) identify the ideal/desired/expected/agreed (x0) value of each
variable, (5) identify influence factors (m), and (6) identify importance
factors (w).
5.2.1 QoE-related Variables Identification
QoE of a mobile call can be affected by both technical and economic vari-
ables, such as the sound quality, the network access guarantees, the pricing
schemaof a call, themoodof the end user, and the content of the call. How-
ever, when selecting among many SPs the one that maximizes end-user’s
QoE only the variables that can be influenced by SPs are to look at. Thus,
AbaCUS summarizes in Table 5.3 the complete set of technical and eco-
nomic QoE-related variables affecting a mobile call, in respect to (1) the
sound quality (SD andHD), (2) the guaranteed network access (Yes, No),
the economic-related variables, such as (3) MTR (measured in any cur-
rency), (4) the call set-up cost (measured in any currency), (5) the time
unit of the charging rate (sec), and (6) the minimum call duration that the
MvNOwill charge (sec).
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Table 5.4: QoE-related Variables Classification of Mobile Calls
Variable Variable Classification
Sound Quality IV
Guaranteed Network Access IV
MTR AV
Call Set-up Cost AV
Charging Rate [time] AV
MinimumCall Duration [time] AV
5.2.2 QoE Variables IV or AV Classification
Following the bandwidth (IV) and price (AV) variables example concern-
ing the classification of a variable, intuitively the more sound quality and
network access guarantees an end-user has the more satisfied the end-user
is and vice-versa. Additionally, the less MTR are, the call set-up cost is,
the charging rate in terms of time is, and the minimum call duration is, the
higher is end-user’s satisfaction and vice-versa. Thus, Table 5.4 summarizes
the QoE variables classification.
5.2.3 Minimum and Maximum QoE Variable Values Identifica-
tion
Theminimumand themaximumvalue of eachQoE variable inmobile calls
is well-defined for technical variables because for both variables the option
in binary. E.g., the sound quality can be either HD, or SD because those are
the two available options offered by MvNOs, and the guaranteed network
access can either be Yes, or No because a MvNO can either prioritize or
not a call. Thus, using the unity-based normalization (cf. Equation 3.5),
HD=Yes= 1 and SD=No= 0.
For the economic-related QoE variables a country-specific approach is
needed since in every country there is a different currency and different
decision due to regulations that might need to be considered, such as the
minimum call duration. Unity-based normalized values are also assumed
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Table 5.5: Min-Max QoE-related Variables Identification of Mobile Calls
Variable Min Max Example
Sound Quality SD (0) HD (1) —
Guaranteed Network Access No (0) Yes (1) —
MTR 0 1 Min: 0e/sMax: 0.006e/s
Call Set-up Cost 0 1 Min: 0eMax: 0.20e
Charging Rate [time] 0 1 Min:1 sMax: 180 s
MinimumCall Duration [time] 0 1 Min:1 sMax: 180 s
for economic-related QoE variables. Since in every country the minimum
and maximum economic-related variable values will be different, an exam-
ple of how the minimum and maximum values might be selected is pro-
posed in Table 5.5. The example value presented in Table 5.5 concerning
themaximumMTR are selected in alignment with the highestMTR in the
last decade in Europe [54]. Themaximum set-up cost proposed in this the-
sis to be three times the minimum call set-up cost that a European MNO
is charging [113], and themaximum charging rate andminimum call dura-
tion is also proposed to be three times larger than the policies that most
MvNO apply [95]. The maximum values proposed to be larger than in
the literature as an incentive forMvNOs and callers to receive either better
sound quality and/or guaranteed network access. The maximum values in
the literature assume SD sound quality and not guaranteed network access.
5.2.4 Desired (x0) QoE Variable Values Identification
Thedesired value of each variable is to be defined by end-users in their pref-
erences when they place a call request. For technical parameters end-users
must make a binary choice (either 0, or 1). This is equivalent with end-
user’s desire to for HD sound quality or not, and guaranteed network ac-
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Table 5.6: Desired Variables Values Identification of Mobile Calls
Variable Desired Value
Sound Quality x0 2 f0; 1g
Guaranteed Network Access x0 2 f0; 1g
MTR x0 2 (0; 1)
Call Set-up Cost x0 2 (0; 1)
Charging Rate [time] x0 2 (0; 1)
MinimumCall Duration [time] x0 2 (0; 1)
cess or not (e.g., in case of a concert, a crowded event, or New Years Eve).
For economic variables the desired valuemust be a unity-based normalized
value between the minimum and the maximum value. Thus, between zero
and one. Table 5.6 summarizes the desired value options.
5.2.5 Influence Factors (m) Identification
The influence factor (m) of each variable is different for each end-user
(caller) and it is calculated from Equation 3.29 and Equation 3.28 for IV
variables and Equation 3.30 and Equation 3.32 for AV variables, if an ITU-
T MOS-compilant scale is used for QoE. Equation 3.14, Equation 3.15,
Equation 3.20, and Equation 3.21 are used respectively if another scale is
used. However, without loss of generality, to ease calculations the ITU-T
MOS-compilant scale is assumed in this Chapter.
If there is no significant influence for a caller concerning the sound qual-
ity, the network access guarantee, or any economic variable the influence
factor will be m = 0 because this will leave QoE unaffected (MOS=4
) Good) in any fluctuation of a variable (cf. Equation 3.27 and Equa-
tion 3.30. Whenm = 0) ei(x) = ea(x) = 4 8 x).
To demonstrate through an example how the influence factor is calcu-
lated when the fluctuation of variable affects QoE, consider that for an
AV, such as MTR, 20% higher MTR than the desired MTR variable x0 re-
sults 99:9% ' 100% decrement of end-user’s QoE (MOS:4!MOS:1).
Thus, Equation 3.31 for ε = 2:99 and δ = 0:2  x0 shows that m+ '
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ln (ln 0:01=4=ln 3=4)=ln 1:2 = 16:65. Table 5.7 summarizes the use of each influence
factor Equation for each variable type (IV, AV). Table 5.8 and Table 5.9
provide reference values for influence factors (m) for different fluctuation
values of IV and AV respectively and their correlation with MOS.
5.2.6 Importance Factors (w) Identification
AQX allows to specify different importance factors (w) of each variable.
Those factors similar to influence factors are subject to the caller’s prefer-
ences. For equally important variables their important factor must be the
same. If the importance of a variable A and variable B is the same, then
wA = wB = 1. If a variableA ismore important than a variableB the impor-
tance factor wA > wB. To illustrate the selection of importance factors for
an imaginary caller assume the following importance preferences. (a) All
technical variables are equally important to each other. (b) All economic
variables are also equally important to each other. However, (c) economic
variables are more important than technical. Table 5.10 illustrates this sce-
nario where economic parameters influence factors are twice the technical
parameters influence factors. This ratio is randomly selected since influ-
ence factors need to be calculated via a survey (end-user feedback) as it was
mentioned in Section 3.4. A mathematical formula to select influence fac-
tors in the mobile calls service is not yet defined. Thus all variables assume
to have the same importance (wk = 1 8 k).
5.2.7 Generic QoE of aMobile Call
For the overall QoE of a mobile call Equation 3.33 is used to combine each
variable’sMOS. To illustrate the overall QoE of amobile call a hypothetical
example with specific values for (1) country-related variables, such as min-
imum and maximum MTR, and (2) end-user preferences, such as MTR,
will be examined.
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Table 5.10: Importance Factors Example for the Mobile Calls Service
Variable Importance Factor
Sound Quality 1
Guaranteed Network Access 1
MTR 2
Call Set-up Cost 2
Charging Rate [time] 2
MinimumCall Duration [time] 2
Assume the minimum and maximum variable values of the example in
Table 5.5. Furthermore, assume a caller that is not interested in HD voice
quality and getting it would not change QoE. However, it is very impor-
tant for the caller to get this call through the network. Not getting this
call in case of high network load would result a low MOS. The preferred
MTR is 0.003e/s. 50% discount on MTR would satisfy the caller further
(MOS:4!MOS:5), while 50% increment will decrease the satisfaction
(MOS:4!MOS:3). The desired call set-up cost is 0.05 e. 80% discount
on the call set-up cost will satisfy the caller further (MOS:4!MOS:5),
while two times higher call set-up cost would dissatisfy the caller signifi-
cantly (MOS:4!MOS:2). The caller would like to get charged every two
seconds for this call and even getting charged on a three seconds basis
would dissatisfy the caller significantly (MOS:4!MOS:2). The caller will
accept to pay for a minimum twenty second call duration even if the call
will last for less time. 90% lower minimum call duration call will satisfy
the caller further (MOS:4!MOS:5) and 50% larger minimum call dura-
tion is not welcome by the caller (MOS:4!MOS:2). The desired values
(x0) and influence factors (m) for each QoE-related variable of the caller
are presented in Table 5.11. Finally, all technical and economic variables
are of the same importance for the caller.
Two MvNOs are offering two different options to the caller of the ex-
ample described above. However, both MvNOs are not aware of caller’s
preferences. The first MvNO (A) is offering HD sound quality and guar-
anteed network access. The second MvNO (B) is only offering SD sound
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quality but also guarantees access to its network. Concerning (1) MTR,
(2) the call set-up cost, (3) the charging rate, and (4) the minimum call
duration the first MvNO offers (1) 0.004 e/s, (2) 0.01 ecall set-up cost,
(3) charging rate of 4 s, and (4) aminimum call duration of 5 s. The second
MvNO offers respectively (1)MTR 0.005e/s, (2) call set-up cost 0.03e,
(3) charging rate 3 s, and (4) 25 s minimum call duration. MvNOs offers
mentioned above and results of caller’s QoE, MOS per variable (e1;2i_a) and
the genericMOS(E1,E2), which encapsulates theQoEeffect of all variables
simultaneously, are presented in Table 5.12. Results in Table 5.12 shown
that (a) none of those twoMvNOs can satisfy the caller (genericMOS 3)
and (b) MvNO 2 (B) will achieve higher QoE for the caller among those
twoMvNOs. Thus, MvNO 2must provide the service to the caller if there
is no other MvNOmeeting better the caller’s demands.
5.3 QoS Class (QoS-C)
The pair of the two technical variables of a mobile call in AbaCUS is called
QoS-C. Since there are two available options for each technical variables,
there are in total four different combinations of technical variables that a
MvNO can affect. Table 5.13 summarizes the four QoS-Cs defined in Aba-
CUS. EachQoS class consider simultaneously two variables, (1) the sound
quality (SD,HD), and (2) the guaranteed network access (Yes, No). The
reason for the distinction among these classes has been taken to reach a
compromiseon a combinationof soundquality needed and the importance
of a call, while taking in account diverse QoS demands that a caller might
have. To facilitate QoS-C 1 and QoS-C 2MvNOs must have network re-
sources reserved for callers that arewilling tobe chargedpossibly at a higher
rate for such service. TheproposedQoS-Cs inAbaCUSarenot binding and
do not need to negotiate necessarily only such binary-decision options. In
the future QoS-Cs can encapsulate more, or different options, such as de-
cision on codecs to be used in case of full VoIP over LTE services.
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Table 5.12: Two MvNOs Mobile Call Offers Example
Variable A e1i_a E1 B e2i_a E2
Sound Quality 1 4
1.02
0 4
1.05
Guaranteed Network Access 1 4 1 4
MTR [e cent/s] 0:4 3.33 0:5 2.67
Call Sett-up Cost [e cent] 1 4.99 3 4.75
Charging Rate [s] 4 1.06 3 2.00
MinimumCall Duration [s] 5 4.93 25 1.87
Table 5.13: QoS-Cs List
QoS-C Guaranteed Network Access SoundQuality
QoS-C 1 Yes HD
QoS-C 2 Yes SD
QoS-C 3 No HD
QoS-C 4 No SD
5.4 TeR Class (TeR-C)
The four economic variables identified affecting caller’s QoE in a mobile
call, (1)MTR, (2) call set-up cost, (3) charging rate, and (4)minimumcall
duration, are all simultaneously considered in every call. Thus, AbaCUS
defines one TeR-C which contains the minimum and maximum values of
all economic variables. Furthermore, the minimum and the maximum val-
ues of each variable are (a) different for every QoS-C, but (b) the same for
every MvNO.The exact values of TeR-C characteristics will be selected by
MvNOs representatives and approved by the regulation authority. Thus,
MvNOs will compete on common TeR-C characteristics in every QoS-C.
The caller will report on-demand, (a) the desired value x0 for each vari-
able, (b) influence factorsm ,m+, and (c) the importance factorw for each
parameter in the TeR-C, for a requested QoS-C.Thus, the overall QoE of a
caller for a given offer from anMvNOwill be estimated with AQX as it was
shown in Section 5.2.7. Table 5.14 shows how a caller’s request must look.
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Table 5.14: Caller’s Preferences Request Example
Variable x0 m  m+ w
Sound Quality 0 0 0 1
Guaranteed Network Access 1 1:08 0 1
MTR [e cent/s] 0:3 6:84 2:17 1
Call Sett-up Cost [e cent] 5 2:95 2:27 1
Charging Rate [s] 2 0 3:88 1
MinimumCall Duration [s] 20 2:06 7:49 1
5.5 AbaCUS: Auction-based Charging User-centric Sys-
tem
Figure 5.3 illustrates the key elements of AbaCUS. A caller is flexible to use
the voice-service provider of his choice, such as VoIP, MvNO, and FNO,
to place a call. The caller can reach the callee by dialing directly the callee’s
phone number (MSISDN). In this case the host MvNOwill collect MTR.
In AbaCUS the MvNO that will maximize end-user’s QoE will terminate
the call and benefit from collectingMTR.The selection of the MvNO that
will maximize QoE is taken via an auction that is hosted by the Auction
Authority (Au²), which is a neutral third party, such as a regulator or a
MNP provider [132][98]. Alternative possibilities to an auction mecha-
nism could bemonitoring the available resources ofMvNOs, and select the
one with the most available resources to terminate a call. Is such case the
load-distribution would be optimal. However, the end-user price influence
would not be possible. Thus, in case of enough available resources there
would be no benefit for end-users since the QoS variables would be equal
on every MvNO selection, while QoE is influenced also by economic vari-
ables.
In AbaCUS a call can be terminated by everyMvNOproviding network
coverage in a specific location and willing to terminate any mobile com-
munication subscriber’s call, irrespective of the provider the callee belongs
to. Since the modern mobile terminal devices are multiband-compatible,
there does not exist any technological boundary for this functionality any-
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Figure 5.3: Key Elements of AbaCUS
more. Furthermore, no SIM change is required from the callee so there is
noSIM-lock [110] interferencewith theAbaCUScall-terminationMvNO-
independent system. Similarly to roaming users, who can use the same de-
vice for domestic as well as abroad usage without replacing their SIM card,
inAbaCUS the callee can receive a call by anyMvNOthat provides network
coverage in his location, without the need of additional equipment.
To facilitate that a competitiveMvNOcan terminate the call of a foreign
callee, a virtual MSISDNwill be assigned to the callee once the callee’s UE
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Table 5.15: MvNO Mobile Call Offers Example
Variable MvNO’s Offer
Sound Quality 1
Guaranteed Network Access 1
MTR [e cent/s] 0:4
Call Sett-up Cost [e cent] 1
Charging Rate [s] 4
MinimumCall Duration [s] 5
is parked in the new network. The caller will dial the virtual MSISDN to
reach the callee. In that case the guest MvNO will profit from collecting
MTR. Thus, in AbaCUS multiple MvNOs can participate in an auction,
where a caller will request to place a call to reach a callee in a specific lo-
cation while stating to the Au² certain technical and economic preferences
defined above for the specific call. Table 5.15 shows how a MvNO’s call
offer to the Au² must look.
5.5.1 AbaCUS BiddingMetric, Auction, and Au²
The call termination demand is expressed by QoS-Cs and TeR-Cs, which
contain values for variables related to the sound quality, network access
guarantees, and economic-related variables. MvNOs announce to the Au²
the TeR-C values for each QoS-C. A call request arrive from a caller to the
Au². The call request contains the call preferences defined by the caller.
Furthermore, the call request includes the respective MOSs which corre-
spond to each QoS-C of the home MvNO of the caller given the prefer-
ences that the caller submitted. Those MOSs are calculated by the caller
itself and included to the call request sent to the Au².
On a referee role the Au², which receives call requests from callers
and fromMvNOs the selected TeR-C preference per QoS-C, will indicate
which MvNO between the competing ones, including the home MvNO,
maximizes the caller’s QoE for a given call request. The winning MvNO
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Figure 5.4: The AbaCUS MvNO Selection Algorithm Diagram
will be selected to provide the call termination service. Figure 5.4 illustrates
the MvNO selection algorithm diagram.
The bidding process in AbaCUS ecosystem is described through an ex-
ample. Assume that a caller request a call in theQoS-C X (X 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g).
All the competing MvNOs will propose values for the TeR-C variables.
Considering caller’s influence factors m and importance factors w for all
variables, a MOS will be generated for each QoS-C as it was presented in
Section 5.2.7. The MvNO and QoS-C pair with the highest MOS given
caller’s preferences will be selected to provide the service and terminate
the call. In case of a draw a MvNO among the “winning” MvNOs will be
selected randomly.
In the domain of online trading and in the scope of a real-time decision-
making feature, where the internally applied auction mechanism of Aba-
CUS belongs to, a single-round auction – due to urgent export result de-
mand – is needed. Thus, based on Section 2.2 findings, the English [33]
auction is proposed and the MvNO with the highest MOS of a service re-
quest is winning and provide the mobile termination service. EachMvNO
has no knowledge, neither can guess, the TeR-C’s variables values selec-
tion per QoS-C chosen by other MvNOs since MvNOs do not have an in-
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sight on their competitor’s network status and their provisioning policies.
Furthermore, MvNOs cannot predict when the next service request for a
specific QoS-C will occur. Thus, it is not possible to predict a bid with a
higher winning probability. To ensure that MvNOs are not interested only
in specific QoS-Cs, a TeR-C proposal for every QoS-C is needed; other-
wise MvNOs cannot participate in the AbaCUS auction. When a call re-
quest will be received, the Au² will select the MvNO, which will maximize
caller’s QoE.
5.6 AbaCUS Assumptions
AbaCUSmakes the following assumptions to be able to be realized in prac-
tice. (1) The regulator allows (if not allowed) the NatRoam principle
so that any SIM card can camp on any MvNO. (2) The value of all eco-
nomic variables must be included in the Call Data Records (CDRs) so that
MvNOs can charge the caller with the respective amounts. (3) An auto-
matic and on-demand MvNO selection mechanism is needed to facilitate
callees MvNO hopping, in a timely and energy efficient manner. The first
two assumptions require potential action from regulatory and standardiza-
tion authorities and MvNOs. The last assumption is proven to be feasible
in this thesis.
5.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented how to estimate a caller’s QoE of a mobile call con-
sidering technical and economic variables. Furthermore, it presented how
to overcome the MTR monopoly by selecting the MvNO to terminate a
call based on caller’s QoE. In the proposed MTR market, MvNOs have
the opportunity to maximize the utility of their infrastructure by provid-
ing services to call receivers, who did not have access until now. Further-
more, MvNOs have the opportunity to provide premium quality services
for callers, using existing infrastructure through the pre-allocation of their
network resources to customers that are willing to pay more for a better
and guaranteed QoS service. Finally, within AbaCUS the caller, who is the
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party paying the MTR, is also the one to chose which MvNO will termi-
nate a call, determining a significantly fair approach, since the party paying
is able to influence the total cost, the sound quality, and the network access
guarantees of the call.
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6
Automatic andOn-demandMNO
SelectionMechanism
I n 2013, 191 MNOs, which are active in 61 countries across Europe[36], result in an average of three available MNOs per country. Addi-
tionally, in mobile communications there is no physical barrier (e.g., wires)
that might force an end-user to stay connected with a specific MNO.Thus,
MNO subscribers, due to multiple available MNOs in a location and com-
monly used medium in mobile communications, can hop automatically
between different MNOs according to their preference. To facilitate this
MNO-hopping s needed: (1) an energy and time efficient automatic and
on-demand MNO selection mechanism, which is presented in this thesis
for the Android platform, and (2) a large number of smart phone users that
can support such this automatic and on-demand MNO selection mecha-
nism (6.1B smart phone users by 2020 [42]).
From the MNO’s perspective such a hopping attitude is driven by the
fact thatMNOscanbenefit byofferingon-demandpremiumservices to any
subscriber of any competitive MNO, e.g., high and/or guaranteed sound
quality or guaranteed access to the network in case of network congestion,
if the caller and/or the callee register temporarily in other network(s). In
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this case the hosting MNO can profit from collecting termination rates of
the call. On one hand, MNOs can monetize some of their available net-
work resources by attracting more users to use their services, while offer-
ing a lower than the usual price in case of low network load. According
to the analysis [43], MNOs should increase their focus on new research
suggestions, as the proportion of total retail telecoms revenue stemming
from their current mobile services is expected to drop over the next five
years. On the other hand, MNO subscribers can benefit from lower ser-
vice charges and/or better QoS agreements. Despite economical benefits
mentioned, an automatic and on-demandMNO selection mechanism can
minimize the non-ionizing radiation of the device, especially by each time
selecting the MNOwith the stronger signal strength, as recently proposed
by [126]. The automatic and on-demandMNO selection mechanism pre-
sented in this thesis, can be either introduced by regulating authorities and
enforce the competition in the traditionally considered Mobile Termina-
tion Rates monopoly, or voluntarily adopted by MNOs that will offer on-
demand premium termination services to any mobile subscriber.
A widely used automatic and on-demand MNO selection mechanism
[136] must be supported by many mobile devices that can be equally used
in almost every MNO across the world, to be available to many mobile
subscribers. Thus, those devices must operate in multiple 3rd Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) technologies such as 2/3/4G [19] and
must have high market penetration. Smart phones fulfill those criteria;
according to [103], since 2011 smart phones are the primary customer’s
choice. Since Android is one of the most popular platform in the smart
phonesmarket [14], the decision to implement and evaluate the automatic
and on-demand MNO selection mechanism on the Android platform has
been taken. Implementing such mechanism in other platforms is possi-
ble if the API is open-source such as in the Android platform. Thus, this
Chapter shows that it is feasible and time and energy efficient to design
and implement an automatic and on-demandMNO selection mechanism,
which supports the attempt to overcome the Mobile Termination Rates
monopoly obstacle. Furthermore, the path in which way to implement
such a prototype in the Android platform, is also presented here. Finally,
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Figure 6.1: AbaCUS Dialer Application
the automatic and on-demand MNO selection mechanism has been inte-
grated in an Android dialer application (cf. Figure 6.1) that was developed
to estimate the E2E time overhead of such mechanism in AbaCUS when
performing a voice call on a MNO [3].
6.1 ATCommandsTowards theAutomatic andOn-demand
MNO Selection
TheAttention (AT) commands interface has been a standard way to access
modems as computer peripherals [129]. Generally an AT command con-
sists of three parts. It starts with AT followed by a command and ends with
the line termination character [1]. There are three different types of AT
commands (Test, Read, and Set).
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Test commands test the existence of a command and check its range of
parameters. The format of those commands is ATxxx=?. To receive a list
of available MNOs the command AT+COPS=? has to be sent to the GSM
modem. The reply of the GSM modem returns a list of MNOs with the
following information: (a)MNOstatus (0 unknown, 1 available, 2 current,
3 forbidden), (b) MNO short and long alphanumeric name e.g., Orange
CH or ORANGE, and (c) a five digit number that represents the three digits
Mobile Country Code (MCC) followed by the two digitsMobile Network
Code (MNC), which is the code for the network provider [125].
The readATcommands, as indicated by the name, read the current value
of parameters. Set Commands are used to set new parameter values. The
AT command interpreter will return OK in the case that the command has
been successful, otherwise an error or informative result code will be re-
turned. The MNO set AT command reads as AT+COPS=1,2,``22801''.
In this command, the first integer defines the mode, with five different val-
ues (0 automatic, 1 manual, 2 deregister from network, 3 set only, 4 if man-
ual selection fails, automatic mode is entered). The second integer shows
out of three possible values that format the MNO is referenced to (0 long
format alphanumeric, 1 short format alphanumeric, 2 numeric). Thus, if
the numeric format has been chosen, the last parameter identifying the
MNO is theMCC plus theMNC, e.g., 22801 for Swisscom in Switzerland.
There have been many attempts to send AT commands to Android de-
vices, either as peripheral from a computer or directly from the device it-
self [51]. Within this thesis, an attempt to send AT commands and select
theMNO from a computer to a Samsung Galaxy S II (SGS2) smart phone
was done and it was successful. Prerequisites were that the correct GSM
modem driver of SGS2 was installed on the computer and an Secure Shell
(SSH) server was running in themobile device. The device addressed over
the correct port with a SSH client. However, facilitating the remote execu-
tion of AT commands in a mobile device is not secure since beside MNO
selection other actions. such as dialing a number or sending an SMS can be
performed. Thus, it was attempted to send a MNO change request to the
device and the respective AT command to be executed by the device itself.
However, the approach to send the MNO set AT command from the de-
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Figure 6.2: MNO Selection with AT Commands
vice itself failed (cf. Figure 6.2). Until this thesis concluded, there was no
documentation of a successfulMNO switching solution via AT commands
directly sent from anAndroid device and thus an alternativemethod to per-
form automatic and on-demandMNO selection remotely is needed.
6.2 MNO SelectionMechanism in Android
The end user in an Android device can select theMNO in the network set-
tings of the UI. Thus, there should be a method in the Android API per-
forming this action once the end-user selects from the respective menu
this option. However, the public Android API does not contain any meth-
ods allowing the selection of the MNO. Besides the public Android API
that is accessible with the Software Development Kit (SDK), there is also
an API, which is located in the package com.android.internal [52]
that is not accessible via the SDK. While developing Android applica-
tions the android.jar library is referenced. In this library all classes,
enumerations, fields, and methods that are marked with the annotation
@hide, from the internal package are removed. When the application
is launched on a device the library framework.jar, which is equivalent
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Figure 6.3: MNO Selection Mechanism Implementation Steps
to the android.jar, is loaded. However, the framework.jar library
provides access with Java reflection [108] to all internal API components
from the internal package.
Accessing the internal Android API requires the android.jar library
to be replaced by the framework.jar. However, the Android Developer
Tools (ADT) plug-in for the Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
Eclipse [38] forbids the usage of any instrument in the internal pack-
age by adding an access rule to the java build path. Thus, a developer that
needs to access anything from the internal API, such as the set MNO in a
device method, has to do the following steps: 1) obtain the original An-
droid framework, 2) create a custom Android framework, 3) modify the
Eclipse access rule, and 4) invoke the MNO selection mechanism. Those
steps are illustrated in Figure 6.3 and explained in detail below.
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6.2.1 Obtaining the Original Android Framework
There are two different ways to obtain the original Android framework.
One approach is to compile anown framework, due to the fact thatAndroid
is an open source mobile OS [11]. However, there exists another path for
getting the runtime equivalent framework framework.jar which is lo-
cated in the device file system at /system/framework. Within [135]
the second approach has been chosen, because it is less time consuming.
After the framework.jar library is downloaded it has to be extracted
by the command jar xf framework.jar. If the extracted folder
does not contain a file classes.dex the file framework.odex has to be
downloaded from the device as well. This file has to be disassembled with
baksmali.jar [60] by the following command: java -jar baksmali
framework.odex. If errors occur with the suggestion to download more
odex files, missing files have to be downloaded in the same directory with
the framework.odex. This will generate the Android platform related
classes as smali files [22] in a folder named out. This folder has to be as-
sembled with the command java -jar smali out. The assembled file
is named out.dex and is equivalent to the file classes.dex, which has to be
converted to a jar file using a tool called dex2jar [58]. The resulting jar file
has to be extracted with the command jar xf framework.jar. The ex-
tracted folder contains all class files of the internal package in the folder
corresponding to the package name.
6.2.2 Creating a Customized Android Framework
To access the internal API in an IDE, such as Eclipse, a custom framework
has to be created, which contains classes andmethods of the internal pack-
age. To create the custom framework the Android’s SDK android.jar
has to be extracted. This file is located in the Android’s SDK installation
folder in SDK/platforms/android-X/android.jar, where X is the
API Level that is targeted at to be customized [10], e.g., level 15 forAndroid
4.0.4. All files being extracted from the original Android framework have to
be copied into the previously extracted folder overwriting already existing
files. All files in this folder have to be compressed again intoandroid.jar
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andadded to thebuildpath. Allmethodsof theinternalpackage arenow
accessible.
The original Android framework library has to be replaced with the cus-
tom platform by replacing the original android.jar with the one cre-
ated. Alternatively, the framework created can be added as new platform.
To add a new platform, the entire folder of the original platform has to
be copied. The original android.jar has to be replaced with the cus-
tom one. To distinguish this custom framework from the original one,
a custom name and a custom API level has to be provided by adapting
the file build.prop in the platform folder. The value under the entry
ro.build.version.sdk has to be replaced by a desired number, which repre-
sents the API level. The ro.build.version.release value should be
expanded with .extended to indicate that this is a customized platform.
6.2.3 Modifying the Eclipse Access Rule
There are different possible ways tomodify the Eclipse access rule that pro-
hibits the use of the internal API. The first approach is to modify the ADT
source code and build it, which has not been investigated within this the-
sis. Another way is to modify the ADT’s bytecode. Therefore, the content
of the file com.android.ide.eclipse.adt_*.jar, which is located
in the folder plugins of the Eclipse installation has to be extracted. The
value of * in the file name depends on the ADT version. In the subfolder
com/android/ide/eclipse/adt/internal/project of the ex-
tracted folder the file AndroidClasspathContainerInitializer.c
lass has to be opened in an editor that supports non-printable charac-
ters. The string com/android/internal/ needs to be replaced with an-
other string such as com/android/internax/**. In turn, the folder
has to be compressed with the same name as before. It has to be en-
sured that the internal root folder of the archive is the same as the original
one, otherwise Eclipse will not recognize it. Finally, the archived folder
has to be renamed to *.jar and the original ADT jar file has to be re-
placed with the new one. After restarting Eclipse the internal API is ac-
cessible. Another approach worked successfully only with ADT version 21
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and 22: create a new access rule that allows to use classes out of the pack-
age com/android/internal/**. Since the access rule in the subentry
android.jar cannot bemodified, a new access rule should be created di-
rectly below the android platform.
6.2.4 Invoking theMNO SelectionMechanism
Although the Android API does not provide any method to change the
MNO, the class GSMPhone exists within the Android 4.0.4 source code
[16]. This class contains a public method selectNetworkManually.
This is part of the internal package and can be used for the purpose
of the automatic and on-demand MNO selection mechanism. The class
PhoneFactory provides amethod to get different kinds of phone objects.
To instantiate a GSMPhone object the method getGsmPhone has to be
invoked [128]. Afterwards, the method selectNetworkManually
can be invoked by the GSMPhone object with the required parame-
ters OperatorInfo and a Message. OperatorInfo contains the
information about the MNO to select. This includes the operator in-
formation, similar to the AT commands case, as alpha numeric long,
alpha numeric short, and numeric. Here a selection could be per-
formed, when a new OperatorInfo object with a correct MNO was
created. Other values can be null or empty. Before this mechanism is
usable, two further steps have to be performed: (1) run the application
with a different shared user ID to prevent a SecurityException
that is thrown, when protected intents [12] are sent by the methods
invoked, the application has to run either with the system user ID:
android:sharedUserId="android.uid.system" or with the
shared user ID android:sharedUserId="android.uid.phone"
[128]. This ID has to be set in the AndroidManifest.xml within
the manifest-tag. (2) Run the application under the phone process.
(android:process="com.android.phone") to ensure that the
invocation of getGsmPhone is allowed. This attribute has to be added
into the application-tag. (3) Due to the reason that the shared user ID
is used by more than one applications, all applications have to be signed
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with the same certificate [13]. Thus, the application has to be signed
with the system signature key. To get such a key is to run a custom
Read Only Memory (ROM), which provides these certificates [55], e.g.,
CyanogenMod. The process of signing an application according to [17]
is the following: (a) the application has to be exported as an unsigned
application package. (b) the platform.x509.pem and platform.pk8
have to be downloaded, and (c) these files have to be put into the same
folder as the application to be signed. Finally, before the application
is sent to the device, it has to be signed with the tool jarsigner and
the command: java -jar signapk.jar platform.x509.pe m
platform.pk8 Application.apk signedA pp.apk, and the
partition has to be remounted from a superuser with read-write privileges.
6.3 Evaluation of theMNO SelectionMechanism
Long delays are critical for services with a real-time network access, such as
phone call establishment, and theymay affect the end-user’s QoE. Further-
more, energy is a critical resource in mobile communications. Thus, hav-
ing an on-demand and automatic MNO selection mechanism that takes a
lot of time to switch between MNOs, or consumes a lot of energy, will be
practically unusable. Considering that, an evaluation in respect to the time
needed between MNOs switching and energy consumption has been per-
formed.
An evaluation of the MNO selection mechanism has to elaborate mul-
tiple successful SIM card registrations between variousMNOs in the same
location. However, the majority of MNOs accept in their networks only
SIM cards issued by them or their roaming partners. Thus, a set-up where
MNOs accept a SIM card on their network was mandatory for the MNO
switching process. To facilitate this, two prepaid SIM cards issued by two
different MVNOs have been used. The SIM cards selected have been cho-
senwith the criterion that the registration is possible, while in roamingwith
every MNO in Switzerland (Orange, Sunrise, and Swisscom).
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Figure 6.4: Evaluation Set-up
6.3.1 Time Consumption betweenMNO Switching
The switching time between MNOs might be affected by the signal
strength, the mobility pattern of the end-user, the time of the day that
the MNO switching is being performed, and the MNOs that are involved.
Thus, the experiment illustrated in Figure 6.4 has been performed to eval-
uate the MNO switching time and find potential correlations with the pa-
rameters mentioned above. Furthermore, there exists a certain SIM card
registration time overhead with a SIM card in roaming due to the fact that
the localMNOneeds time to authorize the foreign SIMcard before accept-
ing it within its network. To minimize the authentication overhead, the
two SIM cards that have been used were registered to each available MNO
prior to the measurements. A record for each SIM card would be present
already during MNO switching measurements, especially in every Visitor
Locator Register (VLR) of each MNO. Thus, the registration time mea-
sured had the minimum possible authentication overhead. However, since
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Table 6.1: Signal Strength Values
RSSI value Signal strength [dBm]
0 -113 dBm or less
1 -111 dBm
2-30 -109 dBm to -53 dBm
31 -51 dBm or greater
99 not known or not detectable
these SIM cards used during the measurements were prepaid, the available
balance authorization overhead could neither be avoidednor estimated. Fi-
nally, no guarantee was given that the registration process of the SIM card
in roaming to a local MNOwas performed with high priority.
The MNO look-up process might take more than 30 s [91]. Thus, the
MNO list has been gathered once and their constant availability during the
measurements was assumed. The MNO switching average time between
the three available MNOs in Switzerland took place for the following two
scenarios: (a)when the devicewas placed in an urban area inside a building
and (b)when the devicewasmoving on a train fromZürich toLucerne. For
a comprehensive test the switching took place between all possible MNO
pairs. Thus, one test step consisted of 6 switches. This test was repeated 100
times, which led to 600 hops in total. Finally, the time needed for the entire
test was measured and the average time needed per case was calculated.
To examine, if the MNO switching time is correlated to the signal
strength the cell id and the corresponding signal strength have been mea-
sured in the device once, immediately after theMNOhop, and then 4more
times after every 0.5 s. The reason why the signal strength has been cap-
tured 5 times is to confirm that its strength was stable. The corresponding
cell id has been tracked to make sure that a possible signal strength oscil-
lation is not due to a change to a different cell. According to [35] the re-
lation between the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) values and
the signal strength in dBm is outlined in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.5: Switching Time Between MNOs
In those tests implemented the device always tries to register to anMNO
until the attempt is successful. Themeasurements for case (a)was executed
6 times during a weekday in the following time frames (8:00, 10:30, 12:00,
14:00, 17:00, 2:00 hours). These time frames have been selected so that
these measurements undertaken are spread during the day, when the net-
work state (e.g., the network load) changes between rush hours. Thus, the
data of the MNO selection consists of total 6 times 100 hops collected in
different hours, concluding a total number of 3600 hops. The data of the
MNO selection for case (b) consists of a total of 100 hops per MNO pair,
reaching a total number of 600 hops, resulting in MNO switching times as
shown in Figure 6.5.
The first MNO, which appears in the caption below the first set of bars,
is always the MNO, where the device was registered first, and the second
MNO is the one that has been switched to. Each bar corresponds to all
switches performed, from the indicated MNO to another. Error bars indi-
cate the standard deviation of all measurements. However, there is a mini-
mum time needed to complete the 6-step SIMnetwork registration process
[109]. Thus, the assumption that the minimumMNO switching time can-
not be in practice lower than the lowest valuemeasured in this results (4.36
s) has been taken. Left bars present the average switching time between
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Figure 6.6: Min and Max Values for the MNO Switching Time
MNOs at the same location; right bars present the average switching time
between the same MNOs while moving. The last set of bars presents the
meanMNO switching time for all cases (a) and (b) in summary. The large
standarddeviation results from largemaximumvalues (cf. Figure 6.6). Due
to the unstable availability ofMNOswhilemoving on a train themaximum
MNO switching values appear to be much higher compared to the experi-
ments at the same location is some cases. Furthermore, theMNOselection
time shows a quite unstable behavior in some of the cases, which might be
related to specific MNO’s infrastructure configurations or the current ca-
pacity of the connected cell. However, the averageMNO switching time is
similar in both cases showing that theMNOselectionmechanismperforms
well in every scenario.
Figure 6.7 correlates theMNO switching time with respective RSSI val-
ues (12, 8, 5, 3, and 1) of the newMNO.These numbers on each bar indi-
cate the total number of times that the respective signal strength occurred
out of the total test hops for scenarios (a) on the left bar and (b) on the
right bar. Thus, error-bars represent the standard deviation of these mea-
surements and they are larger in cases, where the respective signal strength
has been captured only a few times. It can be seen that the signal strength
is not affecting significantly the total switching time from oneMNO to an-
other. However, more measurements in a controlled environment, where
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Figure 6.7: MNO Switching Time and Signal Strength Correlation
more values per signal strength are captured, can lead tomore accurate con-
clusions.
Finally, Figure 6.8 presents the correlation of the MNO switching time
for case (a) in those 6 time-slots that the experiment occurred in. It can be
seen that the minimum MNO switching time is stable in every time-slot.
However, the average and the maximum values are higher in the morning
and early in the evening. A possible explanation of this is that the MNO’s
available capacity in a cell is lower when people are moving in the morning
or after lunch to their offices. Furthermore, Figure 6.9 shows how many
times the MNO switching time exceeds 10 s each time-slot. The consid-
erably higher values around 14:00 hours are most likely due to the high
network usage at that time.
6.3.2 MNO Switching Energy Consumption
The power consumption is critical in a mobile system. If a mechanism
would absorb a large amount of available energy resources within a few
network hops, the MNO switching mechanism would not be usable in
practice. Hence, a detailed evaluation of the power consumption has been
made. To measure the power consumption, the battery level was deter-
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Figure 6.9: MNO Switching Time > 10 s
mined before the test run and after the test had been performed according
[15]. The difference of these levels lead to the final battery consumption in
percentage of the battery energy. The assumption is that the battery health
is in ideal condition. This assumption is appropriate, because the device
of those measurements and its battery was new and experiments were per-
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formed in an ideal temperature for the battery [86]. This procedure was
applied, since currently no Android application exists, which can measure
the real battery capacity, or no application is in place, which measures the
consumed energy per application accurately.
E = 6:11 Wh  3600 s = 21996 J (6.1)
Ptot =
E(J)  Batteryused
texperiment(s)
=
0:14  21996 J
5696 s
= 0:5406 W (6.2)
The total energy of the battery of the device used is 6.11 Wh according
to the manufacturer. Thus, the total energy that a new battery can produce
is 21996 J (cf. Equation 6.1). During the test the display of the device re-
mained turned off, as well as every irrelevant to the experiment process was
disabled. In the test case (a), where the location was stable, the measured
battery consumption was 14% and the total duration of the measurements
was 5696 s. This corresponds to the energy consumption of 3079.44 J. To
reach the total power for the MNO switching mechanism the consumed
energy has to be divided by the total experiment time. However, this cal-
culation includes also the energy needed for capturing the signal strength
and the cell IDfive times for eachMNOswitchingmeasurement. This over-
head does not affect significantly the result concerning theMNOswitching
mechanism, because the energy consumed on this process is small com-
pared to the energy demanded by the MNO switching process. Thus, the
results show a total 0.5406 W consumed power for the MNO switching
mechanism (cf. Equation 6.2). The same test has been performed in test
case (b), while moving from Zürich to Lucerne by train. The test lasted
7404 s and 22% of the battery was consumed. This corresponds to a total
power consumption of 0.6536 W. By comparing these values of both tests,
it is evident that in the case themobile device is notmoving the power con-
sumption of the MNO switching mechanism appears to be approximately
17.3% lower than the power consumption, when device is moving, most
likely due to the handover energy consumption that can not be isolated.
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Table 6.2: Mobile Device Characteristics
Consumption 2Gmax talk 2G power 3Gmax talk 3G powertime [h] [W] time [h] [W]
Voice service 18.33 0.3333 8.67 0.705
Stand-by 710.00 0.0086 610.00 0.010
Table 6.3: Power Consumption Evaluation
Process Power [W]
Talk 3G 0.7050
MNO selection moving 0.6536
MNO selection stable 0.5406
Talk 2G 0.3333
The MNO selection mechanism power value is comparable to the power
consumption of the talk mode in 3G networks, which is calculated con-
sidering manufacturer’s maximum stand-by and talk-time in 2G and 3G
networks, as shown within Table 6.2. Thus, the power consumption of an
MNO switching compared to other services, such as a hone call is shown
in Table 6.3.
Caller& Au2&Callee&
1.&&Service&&&request&
2.&Cha
nge&M
NO&
3.&OK&
4.&&Read
y&&&to&cal
l&
Figure 6.10: AbaCUS Service Request
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6.4 AbaCUS E2E Calling-time
To estimate how long it takes to be established a phone call in AbaCUS,
the Au² server, which return the MNO that will terminate a call, has been
mocked in a local network. Aphone call according to theAbaCUSprotocol
(cf. Figure 6.10) took place. The total time from the initiation of the call
until the callee’s phone was ringing was measured. The Au² mock server
returned the winningMNO that was selected for simplicity purposes to be
always the same since itwas already shown that the averageMNOswitching
time is not correlated to the participating MNOs. Since the average MNO
switching overhead has been calculated during the two scenarios in an ur-
ban area and in a train, and the E2Emobile-to-mobile (M2M) call duration
has been measured by the the regulatory authority for electronic commu-
nications and postal services in Portugal ANACOM [8] and expected to
be up to 17 s in [7], the E2E AbaCUS test call has been done 30 times.
Ten times the callee’s device had to switch from Orange to Swisscom and
ten times it had to switch from Sunrise to Swisscom. Additionally, in ten
more cases the time was measured when the callee’s MNO did not have to
change, because it already was Swisscom. These results are summarized in
Figure 6.11. The different bars indicate the average time consumed for a
call termination, where error bars are representing the standard deviation
of all measurements. The average time in the case where no MNO change
happened is still comparable with the normal dialing case where AbaCUS
is not involved. Thus, is shown that for the AbaCUS protocol the average
time of a call establishment process mainly depends on the dialing time.
The difference of the calling time that a MNO switching is involved, to
cases where the MNO has not been switched, corresponds to the average
MNO selection time that has been evaluated in Subsection 6.3.1 A above.
The first MNO in the caption below the bars indicates to which MNO the
callee’s device was registered before the call. The second MNO is the win-
ning one, which the callee’s device had to switch to. The third bar means
that the callee’s device was already registered to the winning MNO, and
the last bar shows the average time when dialing with the traditional dialer
without AbaCUS. Those results are aligned with the E2E M2M call estab-
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Figure 6.11: AbaCUS E2E MNO Calling-time
lishing times presented at [7], when adding the MNO switching overhead
of the mechanism that was implemented and evaluated in this thesis.
6.5 Chapter Summary
Summarizing, an automatic and on-demand MNO selection mechanism
for the Android platform had been designed and implemented. The evalu-
ation of theMNO switchingmechanism and the AbaCUSE2E calling pro-
cess showed that the time consumption aswell as the communication to the
server was negligibly low to allow an on-demand-basedMNO selection for
call terminationpurposes. For both end-user-movement scenarios (the sta-
blemobile user in an urban location ormoving in a train) it was shown that
the MNO switching time is independent of those MNOs involved and on
average it is expected to be below 10 s. Secondly, the power consumption
of anMNO switching is in the same dimension of the power needed, when
a phone call is performed. To demonstrate key requirements, an Android
application has been implemented, whichmakes use of theMNO selection
mechanism. An automatic and on-demand MNO selection mechanism is
proven to be a realistic and feasible requirement assumption for AbaCUS
even being implemented without having access to the Android API.
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Theexisting knowledgeonhow touse the internalAndroidAPIhas been
combined to gain access to methods in connection with the GSMmodem,
which the open Android API does not provide. Thus, an automatic and
on-demand MNO selection mechanism has been designed, implemented,
and tested successfully. However, this workaround is not the best method,
since the internal API is not listed and also may change in the future. Nev-
ertheless, this thesis showed that such a mechanism is doable and realis-
tic from an energy and time perspective, especially when it is compared to
other type of services, such as the traditional phone calls. Thus, the source
code of the developed mechanism in [135] can be found at [2]. However,
since such a mechanism could be used in the Mobile Termination Rates
monopoly liberation, or it could open the window for additional services,
such ason-demandQoS-guaranteed services, an automatic andon-demand
MNO selection mechanism should be published in the open API by all
smart phone vendors.
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7
Summary, Conclusions, and FutureWork
S ummarizing, this thesis has proposed and investigated several key as-pects involved in allowing a fully-competitive MTR market in coun-
tries where the CPP principle is applied. The path to select a MNO to
provide the mobile termination service in a liberal MTR market that is
proposed in this thesis, is to select the MNO which maximizes caller’s
QoE. Thus, it is essential to determine QoE in a way that can be esti-
mated/predicted before a service is provided. On this path the generic Ax-
iomatic QoEmodel AQX is developed here. AQX novelty is (1) that it can
consider multiple and diverse economic and technical parameters, and (2)
that estimates a per user personalized QoE of a service, considering influ-
ence and importance factors of each variable affecting QoE.The validity of
this generic QoE model has been challenged in the VoIP scenario where
the comparison with state of the art QoE models showed that AQX out-
performs.
QoE estimation of the mobile termination service considers the QoS-C
which is one set of technical variables, andTeR-Cwhich is a set of economic
variables. On the technical side (a) the preferred sound quality and (b)
the network access guarantees. On the economic side the influence and
importance factors of (1)MTR, (2) set-up cost, (3) charging rate of a call,
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and (4)minimumcall duration are considered. MvNOs that are competing
to terminate a call propose a set of values for the economic variables for all
QoS-Cs and the one that maximized caller’s QoE is selected to provide the
service and collect the MTR.
The stakeholders involved in the mobile call process are identified and
for each stakeholder its incentives and actions needed have been identi-
fied. It was shown that liberating the MTR market is essential since (1)
the caller who is the paying party will be able to define and influence the
overall cost and quality of a call, (2) MvNOs are able to terminate calls for
callees that do not belong to their networks and possibly get access to new
revenue streams, and (3) the regulation and governmental authorities will
be able to liberate a traditionally consider monopolistic market. Finally, a
prototype automatic and on-demandMNO selectionmechanism assumed
in AbaCUS, has been implemented and proved to be usable in real life sce-
narios considering (1) energy consumption, and (2) time consumptionper
MNO hop. Thus, a liberatedMTR environment is illustrated in this thesis,
proving the hypothesis of this thesis for a negative answer to the primary
research question “is the MTR a de-facto monopoly?”. However, answer-
ing the first research question raised further research questions which have
been tackled accordingly.
7.1 Overcoming theMTRMonopoly
Once the MTRmonopoly is not a “de-facto” monopoly the research ques-
tion of how to overcome the current monopoly is seeking for an answer.
AbaCUS is the answer to this question since it is the design to overcome
the MTR monopoly. AbaCUS supports an auction procedure for every
call separately, establishing like that a dynamic, live, and on-demand com-
petition in the MTR market. QoS-guaranteed services and influence of
the overall caller’s cost, by the caller itself, are also supported in AbaCUS.
Furthermore, the caller has to set only preference without any knowledge
on MNOs MTR charging policies. Additionally, MvNOs can act inde-
pendently, since it is optional to participate in AbaCUS auctions, or adopt
other approaches. The AbaCUS MvNO selection process which is an En-
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glish auctionmechanismdefines theMvNOthatwillmaximize caller’sQoE
to terminate a call and benefit from collecting MTR. Thus, two more re-
search questions have been answered in this thesis (a) concerning the tech-
nical feasibility of AbaCUS, and (b) concerning the selection criterion of
MvNOs in the liberal MTR environment.
7.1.1 Automatic and On-demandMNO Selection
The research question “is it technically feasible from an energy and time
efficiency point of view to implement an automatic and on-demandMNO
selection mechanism?” assumed to be positively answered. The hypothe-
sis was proved valid since (a) an automatic and on-demand MNO selec-
tion mechanism has been implemented in this thesis for the Android plat-
form by accessing the internal Android API, (b) the MNO switching time
could be completed in a timely manner while the mobile device was still in
urban areas or traveling in a train irrespective of the participating MvNOs
and their signal strength, and (c) the MNO switching mechanism energy
demands was proven to be in the same order of magnitude with a voice call
(between a 2G and a 3G call).
7.1.2 QoE Formalization
AbaCUS answers the research question “how to select which MNO will
provide the service?” by selecting theMvNO thatwillmaximize the caller’s
QoE, consideringboth technical and economic variables. Thenext research
question concerning the QoE calculation was the Axiomatic QoE model
AQX.The QoEmodel proposed in this thesis formulates QoE in six steps:
(1) identify all variables tha affect QoE and can be affected by the SP, (2)
characterize those variables (isotonic/antitonic), (3) select the ideal, de-
sired, expected, or agreed value of each variable, (4) considering the ser-
vice specification identify the best and the worst values of each variable,
(5) identify the influence factor of each variable, and (6) identify the im-
portance factor of each variable.
To answer the research question “why is AQX better than other QoE
models?”, AQX has been compared to other state of the art QoEmodels in
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the VoIP scenario and proved to capture end-users QoE more accurately.
Also, the differentiation between IV and AV enables to quantify which/if
some correcting actions could possibly revert the negative effect of a QoE
variable fluctuation. However, AQX is not service-specific model and thus
it could be applied in the mobile call scenario as well. The MOS that is
generated by AQX is used in AbaCUS as a bidding metric in an English
auction that defines whichMNOwill maximize a caller’s QoE, considering
the service characteristics, sound quality and network access guarantees,
and several economic variables.
7.2 Conclusions
The last research question “what are the MTR stakeholders incentives to
adopt AbaCUS?” is answered in the conclusions of this thesis. Callers are
able to maximize their QoE by influencing the E2E cost of a call and QoS-
related parameters, such as the sound quality and guaranteed network ac-
cess. Thus, callers can benefit from lower prices and/or better services.
MNOs can offload traffic in congested network scenarios by increasing the
requested values of TeR-C’s variables, and when there are enough unused
resources and theTeR-C variables can be offered in lower values to “attract”
callers in the network and monetize idle and costly existing infrastructure.
A demand from technologymakers, such asmobileOSs SDKproviders,
is to provide public methods that allow to select theMNOwithout any in-
teraction with the UI. The implemented automatic and on-demand MNO
selection mechanism could and must be multi-platform available to facil-
itate AbaCUS. A properly implemented automatic and on-demand MNO
selection mechanism will also be possibly more energy and time efficient
because the internal GSMmodemmethods that performMNO’s selection
is possible to be available to software developers and optimized for every
platform.
Policy makes, such as regulation authorities in an AbaCUS moderated
market will have an observer role instead of their juristic role today. Less
regulation demands will result in a competitive market with all those bene-
fits that the AbaCUS approach implies. Given the survey results achieved,
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it is shown that AbaCUS is an approach with a strong potential to be ac-
cepted by MvNOs subscribers, since the majority of subscribers are pos-
itive toward a potential price and QoS correlation. Finally, the automatic
and on-demandMNOselectionmechanism is powerless unless a SIM card
can be registered in any MNO. Thus, either the MvNOs must voluntarily
allow such action, ot policy makers must enforce it.
This thesis provides (1) an operational prototype, (2) a suitable and
well-detailed QoE modeling, (3) evaluation of its applicability in various
scenarios such as VoIP, and (4) detailed selection of all the necessary QoE
parameters of the introduced QoE model in the MTR market. Thus, the
E2E path, including technical requirements, towards the MTR monopoly
termination is presented in detail.
7.3 FutureWork
It is essential to examine more variables that affect callers QoE in the mo-
bile termination service market. Also, define via a more extensive mar-
ket analysis new potential QoS-Cs, might reveal QoE-related variables that
increase the social welfare and MNOs infrastructure utilization. Further-
more, a mechanism to protect dissatisfied users that paid, but never per-
ceived the expected QoS, is needed. Additionally, the accounting system
that will handle the updated CDR for charging and billing purposes is a
major engineering challenge to tackle. A potential direction would be to
use soft-SIM cards instead of dual SIM devices which consume twice the
energy needed, due to the two active in parallel mobile interfaces.
The exploration of further auction types to be used by Au² could follow
to quantify potential better improvement of infrastructure utilization and
social wealth-fare increment. However, the chance of such monopolistic
environment to change is relatively low because this thesis proposed a so-
lution that liberates the Mobile Termination Rates monopoly in the CPP
environment which is a market-established monopoly since the beginning
of mobile telecommunication. Nevertheless, this thesis considers new net-
works and technologies to show that when the parameters of a problem
change, past solutions should be reevaluated. Thus,MTRmust not be con-
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sidered a de-facto monopoly anymore, and future services, such as VoIP
services over mobile networks must consider a more competitive environ-
ment in the principles that AbaCUS proposes.
The efficiency of AbaCUS in other markets, like the VoIP and the fixed
telephony market, might also be examined. Thus, policy makers in future
mobile networks should put the effort towards liberalization of market-
defined monopolies, such as spectrum access, and maybe introduce Aba-
CUSprinciples at a lower layer. E.g., on the physical layer andMediaAccess
Control (MAC) layer by introducing more flexible spectrum access, such
as cognitive radio approaches.
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Appendix
A.1 Formal Proofs of AQX Equations
This appendix displays complete formal proofs of AQX equations from
Chapter 3.
Equation 3.10.
ea (x0) := e0
(3:9)
=)
) e0 = h  e λxm0 + μ ()
, e0   μ
h
= e λxm0 ()
, ln

e0   μ
h

=  λ  xm0 ()
, λ = x m0 ln

h
e0   μ

Equation 3.15.
ei
 
x0   δ0

= e0   ε0 (3:6;3:12)()
, h 

1  e λ(x0 δ0)m
 
+ μ = e0   ε0 ()
, 1  e λ(x0 δ0)m
 
=
e0   μ  ε0
h
()
, e λ(x0 δ0)m
 
=
h  e0 + μ + ε0
h
(3:7)()
, e 

x0 δ0
x0
m 
ln

h
h e0+μ

=
h  e0 + μ + ε0
h
(3:2)()
, eln

h e0+μ
h
 x0 δ0
x0
m 
=
M  e0 + ε0
h
()
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, h  e0 + μ
h

x0 δ0
x0
m 
=
M  e0 + ε0
h
(3:2)()
, M  e0
h

x0 δ0
x0
m 
=
M  e0 + ε0
h
()
,

x0   δ0
x0
m 
= log(M e0h )

M  e0 + ε0
h

()
, m  = log x0 δ0
x0
 log(M e0h )

M  e0 + ε0
h

()
, m  =
ln

ln M e0+ε
0
h
ln M e0h

ln x0 δ0x0
Equation 3.19.
ea (x0 + δ) = e0   ε0 (3:9;3:12)()
, h  e λ(x0+δ)m
+
+ μ = e0   ε0 ()
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+
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h
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h

()
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 log( e0 μh )

e0   μ   ε0
h

Equation 3.21.
ea
 
x0   δ0

= e0 + ε
(3:9;3:12)()
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Equation 3.24.
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Glossary
3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project.
AbaCUS Auction-based Charging User-centric System.
ADT Android Developer Tools.
API Application Programming Interface.
AQX Axiomatic Quality-of-Experience Model.
AT Attention (Commands).
Au² Auction Authority.
AV Antitonic Variable.
BS Base Station.
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CSG Communication Systems Group.
DPV Dynamic Pivot Mechanism.
DSM Digital Single Market.
E2E end-to-end.
EC European Commission.
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EC2 Elastic Compute Cloud.
eMOS Expected Mean Opinion Score.
EU European Union.
eV² Expected Variable Value.
FCFS First Come First Served.
FNO Fixed Network Operator.
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications.
HD High Definition.
HLR Home Location Register.
IDE Integrated Development Environment.
iLBC Internet Low Bitrate Codec.
IP Internet Protocol.
IQX Interdependency of the Quality-of-Experience and Quality-of-
Service.
ISP Internet Service Provider.
IT Information Technology.
ITU International Telecommunication Union.
ITU-T International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication
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IV Isotonic Variable.
LAN Local Area Network.
LTE Long Term Evolution.
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M2M mobile-to-mobile.
MAC Media Access Control.
MCC Mobile Country Code.
MIMO multiple-input and multiple-output.
MNC Mobile Network Code.
MNO Mobile Network Operator.
MNP Mobile Number Portability.
MOS Mean Opinion Score.
MSISDN Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services Digital Network-
Number.
MTR Mobile Termination Rates.
MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operator.
MvNO Mobile (Virtual) Network Operator.
NatRoam National Roaming.
NLS Number Lookup Service.
OFCOM Federal Office of Communications.
OLR Overall Loudness Rating.
OS Operating System.
OTT over-the-top.
P2P Peer-to-Peer.
PA Power Amplifier.
QoE Quality-of-Experience.
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QoS Quality-of-Service.
QoS-C Quality-of-Service Class.
RAM Random Access Memory.
RF Radio Frequency.
ROM Read Only Memory.
RPP Receiving Party Pays.
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indication.
SD Standard Definition.
SDK Software Development Kit.
SGS2 Samsung Galaxy S II.
SIM Subscriber Identity Module.
SLA Service-level Agreement.
SLACC Service Level Agreement Support System for Cloud Computing.
SMS Short Message Service.
SP Service Provider.
SS7 Signaling SystemNo. 7.
SSH Secure Shell.
STMR Side ToneMasking Rating.
TeR-C Termination Rate Class.
ToS Type of Service.
TRR Termination Rates Recommendation.
UB User Behavior.
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UE User Equipment.
UI User Interface.
VCG Vickrey-Clarke-Groves.
VLR Visitor Locator Register.
VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol.
W3C WorldWideWeb Consortium.
WebRTC Web Real-Time Communications.
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network.
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